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LOPEZ IS STILL MEN WISH
he made no effort, to raise
funds here.
Goes After Refugees.
Galveston. Tex., Dec. 13. The (ran--
I TAH
ATTLE RAGES
IN CITY OF
TAMPICO
WOULD CALL
MONETARY
CONFAB
CHICAGO WOMEN
SCORE SCHOOL
BOARD'S ACTION
Chicago, 111., Dec. 13. Two thou- -
sand Chicago women at a mass meet- -
ing hi re today, expressed their wrath
at the forced resignation of Ella Flags
Ycung as superintendent of schools,
and adopted resolutions calling for a
special session of the legislature to
would also provide (hat any now
notes Issued after $lJ00,(liiii,(.HHl had
been put out should pay a special tax
of 1 1 2 per cent and that after $1,200,-- :
000,000 notes had been issued a tax of j
five percent should be imposed on!
' "'further issues. ,
i "This would allow the issue of some
$150,000,000 more of notes than are'
!nov outstanding in the national bank
"note currency," said Senator Root,!
("and under pressure would allow a
'further expansion of $300,000,000 niorej
OTED ADOBE
FOR HOME
j sport Sumner sailed today for Tampi-
jco. .Mexico, with lo.OOO rations and a
Idetiiehuient of the army medical corps,
The transport will be used to care for j
Amei ieans and others leaving Tain--
pico, on account of the constitution'
jiilist siege.
Ojinaga, Mex., Dec. i:!. Perched on j
MEN E
the high lull of Ojinaga which com-- !
RESOLUTION INTRODUCED TO HOLD tZ'Z SHIFT BOSS SEES HIM AND TALKS make the board of education electiveinstead of appointive as at present, sothat the newly enfranchised women
"mn v .,vritPPt Ilia intnroutH rtf tho null- -
DM IWTrONATinNil MNFFPFMnF Profitable the securing of currency by WITH HIM TWICE, AND WILL SEE
mauds a view of the nearby hills and
canyons the federal army today had
its guns trained in anticipation of an
attack by rebels said to number be
l vvwn HiDli and SOiiO, who are report-
ed to be massing for a concerted as
' UNANIMOUS VOTE MEMBERS OF
SANTA FE CLUB DECIDE TO SE-
LECT BUILDiNG OPPSOITE CATHE-
DRAL FOR THEIR PERMANENT
HIM AGAIN Y LOPEZ ARDOR
ADMIRAL FLETCHER WIRES THAT
THE SITUATION IS " GETTING
WORSE." AMERICANS AND FOR-
EIGNERS ARE TAKEN OUT OF
HARM'S WAY ON BATTLESHIPS.
"This bill proposes to put in pawn
the credit of the United States,'' de-
clared Senator Root, "and when the
COO VII I IMP CCrWC Tfl till The """"S was impressive in therun niLLinu Ottilia IU til evidences to arouse indignation and!
TO DETERMINE THE WORLD-WID- E
BASIS OF PARITY BETWEEN
GOLD AND SILVER. COOLING SOMEWHAT. emotion under strong restraint.. There
was" little talk among the women as
they crowded into the big auditorium
need conies for help, it is the United
States government, that, is discredit-- '
ed."
Senator Root said that between four
j and seven billions of American securi-- i
ties held in Europe would be thrown
sault. The commanding position ofi
tlte federals is said to have been made j
impregnable and practically impos' !
sible to be taken by storm without
great loss of life. Such an attack!
would mean that the rebels would be!
exposed to a deadening fire while j
climbing the precipitous sides of the
nor were the speakers applauded as DDjCnfJPDC PYrPIITFn
they filed on the stage and took ilu ir llll JUIlLllO LAlUUiLULITTLE BY LITTLE HE
IS BEING CORNERED
DEBATE ON CURRENCY
BILL IS CONTINUED
MANY MEMBERS ARE
READY TO BUY BONDSBY BOTH SIDES
chairs awaiting the call of the chair- - j
man, Mrs. Geo. W. Bass. j
"A sense of the untiBual seemed to ,
on the American domestic markets it
Europe was given any ground to doubt
the financial policy of the United
States. He declared that would drain I Washington, D. ('., lire. 13. Rear
be in the air," to quote the comment
o;' Mrs. Margaret Hailey, author of the
resolutions.
ISiugham, Utah, Dec. 13. Stimulus
was given to the man hunt In the jAmerica of gold
'declared mine for Ralph Lope3 by aSenator Root the currency
hill. The 4000 federals inarched here
after their retreat from Chihuahua.
The rebel commander, General Hcr-rera- ,
has announced his intention to
attack from all sides and to shut off
all access to the river from which the
federals derive their water supply.
Four more troops of cavalry rein-
forced the United Slates border patrol
Washington, D. C, Dec. 13. A pro-
posal that the X'nited States call a
conference of the powers to consider
a world-wid- e basis of parity between
S' d and silver was brought up in the
consideration of the administration
story told to the sheriffs early today
The Santa Fe clubmen passed una-
nimously a resolution favoring the se-
lection of the famous old adobe op-
posite the cathedral as the club's per-
manent home.
This was done at a meeting held by
the club last, night the largest busi- -
bill reflected the influence of "one
whose economic theories had been
twice expressly disapproved by the
currency bill today, when Senator people.'
Admiral Fletcher cabled from Tampi-c-
under date of 1 a. m. today that at
4 p. m. yesterday, he had ordered all
Americans out of the city and before
midnight he had transferred about 500
who were aboard the Wheeling and
Tacoma to the battleships Virginia,
Rhode Island and New Jersey, outside
the harbor.
The admiral reported that all for-
eign women and children were out of
the city at one o'clock this morning,
but that some men preferred to re
jness meeting since the club was or--...
....., t .I!.. rrn. , A.vtn.The proposed federal reserve board.Thomas, Democrat, introduced a res
olution proposing that President Wil
il j ,.u,u, .rw., """'-- . gauized some three years ago. Pres-ica- n
military authorities have notified Ident Arthur andSeligman presided
H. II. Doriuan, the secretary, kept theboth sides that no shots must, be fired
As other speakers were heard
.lane Addams, Mrs. Jos. T. Bowen,
Mrs. John McMahou and the sense of
the meeting expressed in words call-
ing Mayor Harrison sharply to ac-
count, and stigmatizing the acts of (he
offending members of the board of
education as "underhanded and un-
principled," the emotional restraint
gradually ebbed and the applause be-
came more full and generous.
Jane Addams blamed Mayor Harri-
son, who appointed most of the board
of education for the present, situation.
"We disapprove of the method by
which Mrs. Young's resignation was
forced and her successor elected,"
said Miss Addams.
"It was done in unfitting secrecy. A
minutes.
After a lengthy discussion of var-
ious projects, the club adopted the
adobe as the desired site provided
Bon be authorized to invite England,
France and Germany, whose monetary
system is based on the gold standard,
to participate, and that five delegates
be appointed from the United States
when any two European nations had
accepted the invitation.
A preamble set forth that rates of
exchange between gold standard coun-
tries and the silver nations of South
main. He also stated that the situa-
tion was "getting worse" and that
skirmishing continued with the Mexi
across the river.
The federal forces were at a loss to-
day to know what had become of Gen-
eral Salvador Mercado, tho ranking of-
ficer of the Mexican army in the north.
It was believed that he, with 1000
federals, had been Intercepted by
rebels in a mountain pass at La Mula.
outside Ojinaga, and that he would be
attacked by superior rebel forces be-
fore the rebels attack Ojinaga.
bv Sh't't Boss Sam Roger i who said
he i ad seen and talked with the des-
perado yesterday and the day before.
The work of searching sections and
then them off from the
remainder of the mine was continued.
While others that have told of see-
ing Lopez were doubted, the sheriffs
accepted the statements of Rogers as
authentic. Rogers said he had agreed
to meet and talk with Lopez today,
and the time when he was to enter the
Andy tunnel was awaited with expec-
tancy. Rogers said the fugitive had
declared he would die fighting.
"1 know they have me cornered in
this minei" Lopez is quoted by Rogers
as telling him Thursday.
"This is my grave. I've made up my
mind to that. I am not going to com-
mit suicide. I am going to wait here
for the end and I shall fight when-
ever I have to. I could have killed
more men than I have. Time and
again I have followed posses in here
and heard their plans for killing me. I
"there are no insurmountable objects
to its acquisition and use.'' The reso-
lution was offered by Major R, J.
Palen and quickly passed.
This action of the club was hailed
with delight by tho members, who
he said, would be appointed under the
same "irresistible influence" and
would be practically bound to pro-
ceed in accordance with those same
theories.
Boom For Root.
Just after Senator Root concluded
his speech, Senator Gallinger, of New
Hampshire, launched a presidential
boom for the New York senator. In a
statement lauding Mr. Root as the
ablest advocate of sound economic and
financial doctrines, in this county,
Senator Gallinger said:
"Unless the Republican party nomi-
nates Senator Root as their candidate
for the presidency of the United
States, they will miss the greatest op-
portunity that has ever presented It-
self to that party."
can gunboat Bravo shelling the posi-
tion of the constitutionalists.
Admiral Fletcher asked the navy
departmenf to make public announce-
ment that all foreigners were safe and
and Central American fluctuated vio
feel that the elnli fs a nee.essarv fpn.
Medcado out the fort herewent of
,llre ot Santa Fe social life and thatto escort in some straggling refugees. nprmanpn, ,,nnip. wifn ,nfs of flon--
space will prove of great comfort andMexico City, Dee. 13. An American
warship for tho protection of Ameri-
can interests, was asked today by
Clement S. Edwards, United States
letter from the mayor was read in that it was impossible to send person-whic- h
lie said that he himself sympa-!- a messages to all who have relatives
thized with the women and that heloii the ships.
had been betrayed by men he trusted. The navy department has engaged
He alluded to the fact that the five the Ward liner Moro Castle, which
resignations of members of the board will arrive at Tampico early tomor-whic- h
he took the precaution to exact row, to receive such refugees as may
when they were appointed had been wish to leave.
usefulness.
'We must not think of ourselves,"
said Judge L. C. Collins, in discussing
a permanent home. "We have poster-
ity to think of. We should not be too
fearful about purchasing a permanent.
Pacificconsul at Acapulco, on th
coast.
thisaccepted, and declared that nt least The navy department issued!,.. U 1- .- Ieasny uuu.u uavB u evci.y uue u. ,W() oU)(.r mPm))Pr9 of the boardASK UNIFORMCOMPENSATION
LAW IN THE U.S.
CLUE OBTAINED
AS TO SENDER OF
DEADLY BOMB
mem. io nouy wouin nave Known 1
was In here If it had not been for
Julio Corrello and Mike Stefano,
whom I thought were my friends. If
would go if he had legal means to
bring it about.
"It. took mo three weeks to select
a new chief of police," ran the letter;
statement:
"A cablegram lias been received
from Rear Admiral Fletcher, sent from
Tampico, Mexico, 2 p. m., Friday,
which conveys the information that
there has been no cessation of fight-
ing but that the fighting Is not serious.
Aguilar was reported to have just ar- -
abode, even if all of the money is
not on hand at this moment." There
was applause.
Colonel Pilchard asked that every
advantage and disadvantage of the
proposed location bo carefully con-
sidered.
President Seligman outlined the
plans for the purchase of the adobe
plans that have already been publish-
ed. Then be culled imnn Jesse Nus- -
"it took the school board three min-
utes to elect a superintendent of
lently, always to the disadvantage of
the gold standard countries.
Senator Thomas contended that his
resolution called for consideration in
connection with the currency bill.
"The currency problem, In any one
country cannot be satisfactorily set-
tled without considering currency
conditions throughout the world,"
said he.
Efforts for an agreement for an
extra vote on the bill met with little
success today.
. Senator Cummins, Republican, con-
tinued his criticism of the measure.
Senator Root presented amendments
to eliminate the guarantee of deposits
and revise the note issue section to
provide for a graduated tax on re-
serve deficiencies in order to prevent
Inflation.
"I think this bill has many beneficial
features which ought to be enacted in-
to law," he said.
"It is unfortunate that the circum-
stances under which the bills comes
before us, hamper full discussion. It
is unfortunate that the Democratic
caucus action on the measure, was not
delayed until the bill had been thresh-
ed out In the senate.
"In presenting amendments, we la-
bor under the discouraging idea that
the bill has already been passed."
New York, Dec. 13. A young for
eigner, swarthy and clean shaven, wasschools.
New York, Dec. 13. A commission I could kill them both I would die
representing the national orgauiza- - happy.''
tions of employers and wage earners, Rogers said he met Lopez in the
reported to the National Civic Federa- - Andy tunnel, where Lopez killed two
Hon at its annual meeting today .the deputies on November 29. He said
results of six months' investigation of Lopez explained he had to fight at that
workmen's compensation laws in many time because he was cornered. To- -
The letter called the methods of the rived with 3,000 men and taken a posi- - sought, by detectives today as the
sender of the infernal machine whichboard "unmanly and unfair." tion on the right bank of the river. He
said the Mexican gunboats Vera Cruz killed Ida Anuaewltz yesterday ns she
to Tain-and Progreso were eiiroute opened it at her desk in the ofliee of ;,,, who lla() ,e P(m1ract for restor- -states. The federation Is striving for day this section of the mine is being the O. K. Bottling company. ...
.p f)1(, Pah.co lo .... bja esti.pico. Admiral Fletcher has receivedinformation that both federals and From a patchwork of clues the oMn0 cost of ,nfi rest0ration of
FEDERAL AID
FOR SUFFERERS
IT TEXAS FLOOD
the adoption of a uniform law through- - ;cut off by the use of bulkheads for in-o-
the country. The commission clines leading to other levels. Rogers
found that in almost every state where said after first seeing Lopez, he told
constitutionalists have shot or hanged iice wove over night a theory of mo-i(n- porion of ,n H(Jol)e f0 b ownedall prisoners taken, numbering about
65. Three of these men were hanged
live ror tne crime, i ne siain gin, uiey iby 1llfi rInb n vas ma(p v(,ry plainbelieve, was not the victim for whomjt)lat (he San,a Ffi r,b in the pHP.the bomb was intended. They believe cllage of )fs por(ion of tb( ,.ir)re adob
such laws have been enacted, employ- - Frank Hooking, mine foreman, of the
ers and employes are satisfied with meeting. They agreed not to tell the
the results. Employers particularly sheriffs until Rogers had again seen Callahan, thethe life of William H. will own that portion by itself, linkedfavor a uniform law because many of Lopez, which he did yesterday. Businessproprietor, was sougnr. riv-ll- p wlh n0 othpr 0,.Kanzation. The
Washington, D. C Dec. 13. The
revenue cutter Windom is being rush-
ed to Velaseo, the town nearest the
inundated section in Texas. Harry A.
Black, chairman of the Galveston re
them have plants or construction work
In more than one state.
The members of the commission are
in the forenoon from within the fed-
eral lines In full view of the shipping
and city. Admiral Fletcher made for-
mal protest in the name of humanity
against the practice. He reports that
no foreigners or property have been
injured and that the New Jersey is
en route to Tampico. The army trans-
port Sumner leaves Galveston today
for Tampico. Arrangements have
been made to care for all Americans
at Tampico. They number about 500.
lief committee, today telegraphhed
airy, the police helleve, prompted tnei,.., wj) appv (o tno chamJ)er of
act. Following still further this theory, eommorce )n ,llR pllrchase of thebelieve the young man they ;tpT buil(llnK am t0 the city cmmcll if
seek acted-- as agent for some one else;,, ,mvg 1hfi northeaat oornPr. Therp
when he took the package containing wi1 ,)e m) ..enlanftHllR alliances", a
the bomb to the office of an express . mf,rtflPH
John Mitchell, of Mount Vernon, N. Y
'GETTING EUEN"
IS BACK OF
DENISON CHARGESand James Duncan, of Quiucy, Mass.,vice presidents of the American Feder-
ation of Labor; Otto M. Eidlitz of the
New York Building Trade Employers'
Senator Root pointed out that there
was no limit on the amount of new cur-
rency which could be issued under the
bill.
"This provision," said he, referring
company for delivery. Cost Df MsnoSail Francisco, Calif., Dec. 13. The This young man wore a slouch hat
and a black sweater as he faced the! glared that theassociation; Louis B. Schram, chair- - source but not the nature of theto the note issue section, "is simply
Secretary McAdoo that two counties
are almost entirely under water. He
wired:
"Since the breaking of levees, Colo-
rado and Brazos rivers have joined,
forming one sheet of water over 40
miles wide. Galveston relief commit-
tee sending life boats with blankets
and food supplies under command of
Captain. C. W. Corbel of U. S. life
t..... .n t.,i,..,i nn
p u l.,l,n nnrr,mltn, nf tha , . .... p (r i .t iiiu pari, ui uiuiumn cuum uhOfficials did not. attach any signifi- - cierk at the express office.authority for the further increase : V n, 1. I.t ,1 W - committee t "'nnnnnlv.1 olrd XJii ori
out that the government already has alter J'or1' chairman of the Mary-- j tl.ed T. Denlson is confirmed in his ap-
cance to the fact that Admiral Fietcn-e- r
made no mention in his dispatches
of his reported action ill ordering the
combatants to cease firing at one time
oloii, w....o.u.. w pointment Dy tne president to me sec- -
lity and workmen's compensation, retary ot the interior of the Philip-Cyru- s
W. Phillips, member of the pines was niade known to Mr Deni.
New York State Commission on son , a telegram filed to him last
Ijesteiaay.
..,ii., ....,i., .i a f D.m"luting OLOI VIlLg (IIMI Ul CAfwnnit. vviiia nninlefl nut. however, that
office detectives placed today a drag-- i """'""
--
-"
'"';'"expenditure of $J.50O.net over the east side for him. Include lighting, fixtures.though his name is lacking they bavP
a good description of him. tc- Hb 8ta1ed, hl fstlma9of "le rpPl,r3 tne Old
had come within $4flt of the cost,
DERAILMENT which cost was less than his estimate.
jThis statement was received with aprWHY HriVt DtLtLIl plause. Should the club purchase the
CAUSED PURPOSELY !soulliern part of Uie Mr- - Nu9,
jbaum will superintend the repair work.
The Windom may act as supply base thfi a(lnliraI llad the widest powers tonight by Senator Hitchcock. Former for life saving crews at Velaseo.General Appraiser Sharetts, the mes--
against which it holds $391,000,000 in
gold and Bilver. He argued that any
further increase of obligation should
be authorized only on ample reserves.
Predictions of a big expansion of
business that would threaten an n
of credit and currency un-
der the new law were made by Sena-
tor Root.
"We started out to provide for an
A1"f All snic sage said, is the protestant. lact in his discretion. Although theadmiral's reports came to Washingtonby cable, he is using the wireless to
transmit them to Consul Canada atCOSTS $4,000 A
PARTICIPANT
MONA LISA IS
NOW IDENTIFIED
BEYOND DOUBT
Many to Subscribe.
It was ascertained by consultation
Mr. Denison recalled today that
Sharetts was removed from office by
a board of which he was chairman
and Wm. Loeb, Jr., then collector of
the port of New York, and Felix
Frankfurter, law officer of the bureau
Vera Cruz, who is sending them by
cable from that point.
Federals Control Tuxpam.
Cleveland, Ohio, Dec. 13. That the
partial derailment of train number 1
on the Lake Shore and MichiganMexico City, Mex., Dec. 13 The oil
with' the members and by receipts of
telegrams from members,
that there will be little if any difficulty
Cniitliui.il natli'nfiH nunr W lrl Pf M P!iut. New York, Dec. 13. Fines of ?4,000
each were imposed in the federal dis Florence, Italy, Dec 13,-- The an-- ; district of Tuxpam which for nearly ' , )n whh. ,heof insular affairs, were the other mem--trict court today upon Eugene Scales brs to raise the $5,500 needed for imme--firenian was killed, whs the result of
rebels under General Candido Aguilarterday in possession of Viucenzo Per i.a derailment attempt at train wreck-- dint e use, $2,000 as part payment on
Ing, was the belief expressed by Lake
elastic currency, but this bill provides
for an expansive currency," said the
senator. "It provides for a currency
that may be increased, always Increas-
ed, but there is no provision compell-
ing its reduction."
While the federal reserve board,
Senator Root admitted, had discret-
ionary powers to limit the issue of
currency bo far as the proposed new
law itself is concerned, there was no
specific restraint in the constant In-
crease of volume of currency.
ot Texas,. rranK nayme ana wm.
Brown of New Orleans, Morris Roths--
child of Mississippi, and Colonel Rob-- ;
ert M. Thompson, of this city, on j
their plea' of nolo contendre to a
charge of cornering the cotton crop '
President Taft sustained the finding
of the board, and when the case was
carried over to President Wilson, he
upheld the action of his predecessor.
Mr. Denison has been here, waiting
for permission to sail, for three
ugia, was confirmed by experts after
further examination today. The pic-
ture bears the seals of the Louvre and
other galleries in which it had been
hung, while the traces of repairs at
the back of the canvas known to have
been made are also visible.
The prisoner was again questioned
the building and $3,500 for repairs.
Two members will purchase bonds,
$1,000 each, and a half dozen will take
$500, while many others are desirous
of investing $100 each. All of these
second mortgage bonds to bear six per
cent, interest.
Club a Success.
of 1909, in violation of the Sherman
Shore officials here early today. The
company has offered a reward of
$1,000 for the arrest and apprehension
of those tampering with the road.
Attached to train number 1G was the
private car or the new elected presi-
dent of the New York Central sys-
tem, Alfred 11. Smith. This car was
not derailed.
i weeks.antitrust law. James A. Patten, of
is now In the hands of the federal
troops commanded by General Joaquin
Maas, Jr., -- according to reports re-
ceived today by the war office.
General Maas, on his way to Tampi-
co, has advanced with his column as
far as Juan Casinio, to the north of
Tamiahua. He has not thus far en-
countered any opposition and it is as-
sumed that all the rebel forces have
gone to assist in the attack on Tam-
pico.
Oil Co. Employes Safe.
New York, Dec. 13 The 75 or 100
Chicago, had previously been fined a
similar amount in the same case. The j MOVE TO EXCLUDEASIATICS IS DEFEATED.
'
"There will be an activity of enter by the police authorities this morning.
He repeated his story of having stolenj government alleges that the defend--prise Uiai Will ausoi u me maximum ants had entered into a conspiracy to
j It has been demonstrated that
Santa Fe needs a club such as the
Santa Fe Club. From the first day of
its organization the club has increas-ie- d
in membership, in the city and out
Washington, D. C, Dec. 13 Repre- -control the raw cotton production of
the picture as an act of patriotic ven-
geance's for Napoleon's depredations
in Italy. THE DAY IN CONGRESS
of town. In Santa Fe the members
emuloves. mostly American, of theTWO WEEKS VACATION
the country and an estimated profit to fntf lives Raker and Hayes of
of $10,000,000. i fornia' and Jhn8" ot Washington
j sought today to have the house imml- -
Igration committee incorporate in the
INDICTMENTS pending immigration bill an amend- -
(TAf I AW fQCkW i lnent for exclusion of Asiatics. TherULLUW fight in the committee was acrimon- -(NUESTIG ATIONS io,ls aml confusion in the discussion
wan rh mnrkeri that ft war rpnnrtpri
j desire a central location where they
can spend an hour or two any time of
jthe day or night. n mem
which the reserves of the banks will
permit,'' he said, "and it will require
the exercise, to the extreme, of the
nuthority of the federal reserve board
to hold it in check."
Senator Root declared the new bill,
so far as specific restraints on the
expansion of the currency were con-
cerned, would not help to check
panics.
"I can see In this bill," he said "no
end Interposed by us to the occur-
rence of one of those periods of false
Senate.
Met at 10 a. m.
Resumed currency bill debate.
House.
Not in session; meets Monday.
Steamship managers heard in
bers and there are sixty of them
FOR MILITARY COU RT. Aguila company, a Pearson concern,
at Tampico, Mexico, are safe. None
Walsenburg, Colo., Deo. 13. The, of them has been hurt in the lighting
military commission today planned to between the federals and constitution-complet- e
its investigations of strike alists. This was announced here s
in the Walsenburg district today day by the Anglo-Mexica- Petroleum
like to belong to a club in the capital
op- - which they visit frequently.
It was stated at the meeting lastan amendment had been carried for position to Seamen's Jslll.Asiatic exclusion. I and a recess of two weeks will be frouueers company, wiiicn uau -St. Paul, .Minn., Dec. 13. Martin J.
Flanagan, former chief of police, and Governor Major, of Missouri, urged! night that the archbishop placed theBv a close vote however, after re-- taken. ceived the following cablegram irom good roads committee to vote liber- - low figure of $12,000 on the entire
ally for federal aid to highways. buildings and grounds opposite the
Immigration committee continued cathedral for the Bimple reason that
peated attempts, the question of In- - j A finding in the case of Adolph Ger its agent at Vera Cruz:
eluding an inhibition airainot Asiatics man intornntinnal hnarrt moniher of If. C. W. Hays, first vice president
United Mine Workers of Amer-;- f he Aguila company, informs by j AK..iJn,nn nf 4t,n fiD..i, taat !V,Ie nraa ht'linvaa thP nitV miinPll.the
wireless from Tampico VUllWUCI tlllUU Ul lilclJ 1..01. ftuvv . rthat "all j,,,.,
Please re- - i Representative Stone, of Illinois, the chamber of commerce and the
San-- j
announced hia willingness to make (a Fe Club can do a great deal toAguila employes
are Bafe.
Fred Turner, former city detective,
were arrested today on indictments
voted late yesterday on charges of
bribery and grand larceny In connec-
tion with the investigation of graft in
the under world. They were released
on bond of $5,000 each.
Nine joint Indictments against the
former chief and the former detective
were returned.
and delusive prosperity that inevitably
ends in ruin and suffering."
It has been the history of this and
other countries, he said, that panics
follow "easy money." That was the
case in 1837, in 1857, in 1873, in 1893
and in 1307, he declared.
Senator Root's amendment would
tax all notes issued after the gold re-
serve dropped below 50 percent. It
was deferred until later in the day
with the California and Washington
members of the committee insisting
on exclusion. The Asiatic exclusion
proposition will be finally disposed of
today by either tonight or tomorrow.
ica, and director of the strike in this
district, is expected before adjourn-
ment. The majority of the commis-
sion accompanied by General John
Chase, will go to Trinidad tonight.
public his correspondence with Henry iUoosi sania re ana ne wouiu ue gmu
M. Pindell, nominated for ambassador j .
to Russia If Mr. rindell directs (Continued on Page Four.)
RECEIVER IS CHARGED
WITH EMBEZZLEMENT
Atlantic, Iowa, Dec. 13. E. S. Har-
lan was indicted today for cmbezzle- -
CLOSING OF MAILS
AT SANTA FE P. O.
; Following a change of train i
DR. DIXON FINDS DEPLORABLE
CONDITIONS oAMONG THE INDIANS400 SPANIARDS J1RE DRIVEN
OUT OF CHIHUAHUA BY VILLA schedules, the mails now close as
assure relatives."
May Attack Monterey.
Vera Cruz. Mex., Dec. 13. There Is
every indication that the city of Mon-
terey may be attacked by the rebels
at any moment, according to a dis-
patch from Philip C. Hanna, the Amer-
ican consul general there. The tele-
gram was filed this morning by way
of Tampico and was sent from that
seaport to Vera Cruz by wireless.
A considerable federal army is be-
lieved to be concentrated at Mon-
terey.
Huerta Wants Money.
New York, N. Y., Dec. 13. Adolfo
de La Lama, Mexican minister of
finance, and Salvador Echagaray, sail
iment Dy tne district court grand jury f0n0ws in the Santa Fe post of- -
of Cass county. It is alleged he mis- - flce:
appropriated funds of the Atlantic, 7:40 a. m. (For No. 3 west andNorthern and Southern railroad, while east).he was a receiver of the road. 9.30 a. m. (For n n. O.
Philadelphia, Pa., Dec. 13 "The of the Indians, is deplorable, and the
treatment of the Indians by the people government at Washington is kept in
of the United States is a disgrace to ignorance of it," he said. "A tribe
civilization and should cause us to called the Jicarilla Apaches is starv-blus- h
before the world," said Dr. Jose ing to death on the top of the contimail north). S1:30 p. in. (New Mexico Cen- -
tral.
Cisco Villa's notice that he would pro-
tect all foreigners except Spaniards.
The refugees reported that all their
property had been confiscated. Some
of them, who had been wealthy mer-
chants arrived in EI Paso penniless.
The refugees reported that the Ger-
man colony in Chihuahua was pre-
paring to leave and that Americans
would follow.
El Paso, Texas, Dec. 13. Four hun-
dred Spanish refugees who had been
given ten days notice by the rebels to
leave Mexico, arrived here from Chi-
huahua, on a special train today. They
were accompanied by Frederico Moye
who was appointed civil governor to
turn Chihuahua over to the rebels.
The exodus of Spaniards from the
country resulted from General Fran-- j
K. Dixon, in an address last night.
Dr. Dixon spent six months as head
of the Rodman Wanamaker expedi- -
nental divide in lew .viexico. rvr
several months before I visited them
they had nothing to eat but stewed
pine bark. There are 700 in the tribe.
ed for Paris today to negotiate, if pos
NEW TRIAL DEMAND
IN FtlNK CASE.
Chicago, 111., Dec. 13. Daniel Dona-
hue, the lawyer convicted of consplr
ing to defame Clarence S. Funk, and
sentenced to pay a fine, was denied a
new trial by Judge Para today.
2:50 p. m. (For No. 1 west and
X No. 2 east.
X 8:10 p. m. (For No. 8 east and
No. 9 west). S
sible, a loan for the Huerta govern- - tlon, visiting the various Indian tribes and at the rate they are dying they
will become extinct in fourteen years.nient. Senor de La Lama left
Mexico or tne country.
City December 4. So far as could be "The condition among the majority.xxs
L
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S CASCARETS ENDEAVOR TO MAKE j
HARD TIMES, CHARGED
Always Stop at f t City's Pride,
FACE DISFIGURED
WITH ERUPTION
Sick Headache, Sour Stomach, Gas,
' i.gWW
if '
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY M'ADOO
SAYS WALL STREET IS DOING IT-- ROOT
AfiD O'GORMAN FIGHTING T-
OGETHERIT WAS ALL THE FAULT OF
THE HENS.
MODERN AND
ALWAYS
LARGE LOBBY
AND VERANDAS
COMFORTABLE PORCH
SWINGS and ROCKERS
Service and Cuisine
the Best in the City
Ample facilities tartaric
and siriiill banquet.
Spread Over Entire Face. Itched
and Burned Terribly, Heavy
White Crust. Cuticura Soap and
Ointment Made Complete Cure.
810 East Elm St., Stroator, 111. "A
runntnB soro broko out above my right eyo,
whichspreadovermycntlrefaco. ltstarted
We Have a New Supply of
JERSEY CREAM
Daisy, Crown, Imperial and
Bobolink Flour
Butter 35c lb. Eggs, 35c doz.
WINTER GROCERY CD,
Bad Breath, Mean Liver and
Bowels Need Cleansing.
Get a box now.
Xo odds how bad your liver, stom-
ach or bowels; how much your head
aches, how miserable and uncomfort-
able you are from constipation. Indi-
gestion, biliousness and sluggish
bowels you always get tho desired re-
sults with CaBcarets.
Don't let your stomach, liver and
bowels make you miserable. Take
Cascarets tonight; put an end to the
headache, biliousness, dizziness, nerv-
ousness and all other distress; cleanse
your Inside organs of all the bile,
gases and constipated matter which is
producing the misery.
A t box means health, happi-
ness and a clear head for months.
Xo more days of gloom and distress
if you will take a Cascaret now and
then. All druggists sell Cascarets.
Don't forget the children their little
insides need a gentle cleansing, too.
HOTEL DE VARGAS
as a small pimple. 1
scratched it open and
the contents of this
small ptmplo ran down
my faco. Wherever tills
ran a now soro appeared.
They itched and horned
terribly; I couldn't touch
my face it burned so. It
disfigured my face ter
(By Gilson Gardner.)
Washington, D. ., Dec. 13. That
Wall street Is attempting to discredit
the WilHon administration by produc
ing hard times is the charge made
frankly by Secretary of the Treasury
McAdoo. Tile administration holds
Wall street responsible for the threat-
ened closing of the rnited States
Trust company, a concern of this city
which a short time ago was taken
w,
r SPECIAL RATES
BY THE WEEK
EUROPEAN PLAN. Meals a la Carte.
Room With Bath, $2.00 Up.
Room Without Bath. $1.00 Up.PHONE 40.
over by Frank A. .Munsey 8 i rusi
at)
ribly and I couldn't be seen for cveryono
v ai afraid of it. It looked like a disease of
i iuo kind; it was all red and a heavy white
trust on it. Evorytiody kept out of my
vay, afraid it would spread. I lost rest at
night and I couldn't bear to have anything
tuueh my face, not even the pillow. I had
to lie on the back of the head. I was always
piail when morning came so I could get up.
Jt '.v:is extremely painful.
company, with the assistance of the
II. S. treasury department, which ad-
vanced a million dollars through the
local banks for this purpose. In the
ruction which has ensued, McAdoo has
summoned Milton Ailes, of the Itiggs
THE ORIGIN OF
RED CROSS SEAL
1 used salve with small results.bank, fa local branch of Vnnderiip's
has been raised National City bank of New York) and j At last I thought of Cuticura Soap andCrL! Christmas Seals in the UuA Put him on the carpet. Ailes was told I of CuticuraKed
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and 5alt.
Sola Agent For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
ALFALFA. SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packag.
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
I used the sample Soapfive years, and yet many people do not that the city bank crowd are held re- -
know how this charity stamp idea orig- - sponsible by the administration for
inated. the fight on the currency bill and
CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.
eoal hdolreestaal.el Wood
SWASTIKA LUMP FACTORY WOOD
CERRILLOS LUMP SAWED WOOD
STEAM COAL CORD WOOD
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T & S. F. Railroad Depot.
Some of your grandmothers first
played "post office" with stickers simi
Ointment, one Iwunty-tlvc-cc- cako of
Cuticura Soap and a half box of tho flrty-een- fc
size of Cuticura Ointment. It took
three weeks to complete the euro." (Signed)
Miss Caroline Miller, Apr. 30, 1013.
Cuticura Soap 25c. andCutlcura Ointment
BOc. are sold everywhere. Liberal sample of
each mailed free, with 32-- Skin Book. Ad-
dress post-car- d " Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston."
MfMea who shave and shampoo with Cu-
ticura Soap will find it best for skin and scalp.
other efforts to hamper the adminis-- ;
tration and that those responsible,
would b- - held to a strict account fori
what they do. '
Senators O'Gorman and Ttoot, Dem- -
lar to Red Cross Seals 'way back in
lSC2. when they conceived the idea of
selling stamps at fairs for the benefit
of the relief funds for the soldiers'
hospitals In Brooklyn, Boston and else-
where. Nearly $1,000,000 was raised
iin this way before l.Sfi3. After the
war, this method of raising money
Phone Black
45LEO HERSCHPhone Black45
ocrat and Republican, have been fight
ing shoulder to shoulder In the sen-
ate, defending the New York clearing
house against the charge that the
Morgan and Standard Oil banks pre-
cipitated the panic In 1907. Senator
The Denver & Rio Grande
RAILROAD COMPANY.
t ...
ia generation, although it found vogue
In Portugal, Switzerland, Austria,
France, Spain, Denmark, Norway, Rus-jsia- ,
Sweden and other European
There are now thousands of
Idifferent types of charity stamps used
ln all parts of the world, as many as
forty being used In Austria for chil
Ewan'son, of Virginia, made an able
speech showing that the New York
banks locked up over four hundred
million dollars worth of currency tie
posits belonging to outside banks am!
while this money was in their vaults,
put the country on a clearing hous
certificate basis and created the finan
cial depression which then swept over
the country. Root and O'Gorman an
peared in the same role as special
pleaders for Wall street.
In stating tliar he has not power to
initiate policies for his party or its
representatives in congress the ev
cuse he gave for not recommending
some quarters by wholly disregarding
the platform pledge which declares
tor a single presidential term.
The essential and most radical fea-
tures of the tariff and currency bills
have been imposed by President Wil-
son on a generally unwilling party
majority, and the attitude of the Dem-
ocratic leaders of the house and sen-
ate is one of nervous expectancy as to
what next President Wilson will see
fit to initiate.
It would appear, therefore, that the
extreme punctiliousness which now
prevents any presidential opinion on
the subject of woman's suffrage Is a
rather ingeniously devised skein of
worsted with which the president ties
his hands so that he may thus exhibit
himself in poltical chains to the sor-
rowing eyes of the large visiting dele-
gation from the woman's suffrage con-
gress.
And now it appears that it was a
PROMPTNESS
IS ONE OF OUR STRONG POINTS, but don't wait
until the last minute and expect your photos for
Xmas. An order to-d- ay for a dozen Photos will tree
you from the worry of thin king of twelve Xmas Gifts
WH0 PROMISES AFTER SUNDAY."
THE GRAY STUDIOS
dren's hospitals alone.
Stamps or seals were first used to
get money for the
crusade in Norway and Sweden in
1004. To Jacob Riss, the well known
social worker of New York, and to
i.Miss Emily P. Hissell,- - the energetic
secretary of the Delaware Red Cross,
jointly belongs the honor of originat-
ing our American Red Cross Christ-
mas Seal. In 1909, Mr. Riss' Interest
was aroused by tho receipt of a
woman suffrage President Wilson is
living up to a self imposed rule. There
Is nothing In the constitution or the
practice of politics which imposes the Albuquerque ISanta FeChristmas tuberculosis stamp on a
Christmas and New Year Holiday Excursion Fares
FROM all stations on the Denver & Rio Grande and Rio Grande
Southern Railroads in Colorado and New Mexico
TO all stations on the Denver & Rio Grande and Rio Grande Southern
Railroads in Colorado and New Mexico.
ALSO FROM all stations on the Denver & Rio Grande Rallroaod to
all stations in COLORADO on the following lines: CHICAGO,
BURLINGTON & QUINCY R. R., CHICAGO, ROCK ISLAND &
PACIFIC RY., COLORADO & SOUTHERN RY., COLORADO MID-
LAND RY., FLORENCE & CRIPPLE CREEK RY., MISSOURI-PACIFI- C
RY., SAN LUIS SOUTHERN RY., UNION PACIFIC R. R.
FARES
One first-clas- s one-wa- y fare for the round trip to all points on the
Denver & Rio Grande R. R.
To all points on above Foreign Lines mentioned, the fare will be
made by the use of one first class fare for the round trip to Pueblo
or Denver plus fare and one third, Pueblo or Denver to destination.
Dates of Sale, Dec. 23d. 24th, 25th and 31st, 191 J, and Jan. 1st, 1914.
Return Limit, January 5th, 1914.
FOR INFORMATION AS TO RATES, ETC., CALL ON
WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,
244 San Francisco Street, Santa Fe.-- M.
"TP "Pro "NT TT! 1 SO. .T Irestraints under which Mr. Wilsonstates he is acting. The constitution
gives the president the right and
makes it his duty to call to the atten
M
letter from Norway. He published an
article about this queer looking stamp
in the "Outlook,' 'and suggested some
possible uses for it in this country.
Miss Bissell at once saw an opportun
strike among the hens, and not the
cold storage trust that raised the price
of eggs. The experts in the agri-
cultural department have announcedtion of congress any condition in the
"state of the union," which" he thinks
should have congressional attention.
Presidents always have done this. As
for political practices, there is even
less precedent or fixed rule to restrain
the cause. In a newly issued bulletin
the public is informed that eggs are
high because last spring was wet and
cold and the pullets did not get a
ity here and prepared a stamp, from
the sale of which her society realized
$.1,000 for tuberculosis work. So Im-
pressed was she with the success that proper start; therefore they delayed
their laying time this fall and In the
interval between the moulding season
sne inaueeu tne American Red cross (he president. President Rooseveltto take up the sale in J90S on a na-- did I10t hesitate to recommend to con- -
tional basis. With very little organl- - gress many niatters not in the partv
nation and with hardly any attempt Diatform. and verv little useful Wis- - of the old hens and the laying season LSGHTlof the new ones, there was a dearthat careful advertising, the sale that iation wouid ever have cone thrnnriiyear brought in, nevertheless, over the concresses with whfnh ho rio-- it if of eggs. This natural dearth ran upthe price. Now the pullets are betnr ..t,., i. i l he had not forced on their attention ginning to lay and the price is going
down or so the department says.
But not as a result of the boycott
various parts of the United States. Tn
190!, with more thorough organization,
the sale was increased to $230,000; In
1!U0 to nearly $310,(100; in 1911 to over
$3.10,000, and over 40.000,00 seals, net-
ting $400,000, were sold last year.
which Mrs. Marshall
problems and questions in which the
people were interested, but on which
congress seemed determind not to act.
A notable instance is the very import-
ant conservation policy.
President Wilson has astounded his
and others have declared on eggs.
L. A. HUGHES,
President.
L. POLLARD,
Secretary.
R. J. CRICHTON,
Manager & Treasurer. icwn
platform-maker- s by recommend CHICHESTER S PILLS
BRAND. Aladlet Ak your Uruulst for
d Ui
THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH-
ODS,IN Electricity plays a most impor-
tant part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the mod-
ern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.
THE WEATHER
The range in temperature yesterday
IMIIaln Bed ind tlold metal UcV
boxes, sealed witn Blue Kttiboa,
ing a national presidential primary
law, where the platform says nothing
about a national act, but specifically
leaves the matter to the states. On
the negative side, the president has
also caused manifest uneasiness in
Take no other. Buy orroar1 - I AM Jlronlflt. AbkforilII.unjS-TEB-DIAMOND IIKANU IMLLN, for 85
yeais known as Best, Safest. Always Reliablewas from 17 to 3(i degrees; the aver
age relative humidity was 71 percent. SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
Yesterday was a clear, cool day with
a mean temperature of 5 degrees be-
low the average. The temperature at
6 a. m. here today was IS degrees;
in other cities it was as follows:
Amarillo, 28: Bismarck, 2(3; Boise,
Lumber and Transfer Co.
(INCORPORATED)
HEADQUARTERS IFOIR,
LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Shingles, Cement, Plaster, Roofing and Build-
ing Materials of Every Description.
XMAS - XMAS30; Cheyenne, 10; Dodge City, 26;Durango, S; Flagstaff, 14; Grand! POWERJunction, 20; Helena, 20; Kansas City,40; Lander, 2; Los Angeles, 46;ilodena, 14; Oklahoma, 44; Phoenix,!40; Portland, 44; Pueblo, S; Rapid!
City, 28; Roseburg, 42; Roswell, 28;
Salt Lake, 26; San Francisco, 50; j
Spokane, 34; Tonopah, 32; Williston,
Our line of Xmas Delicacies this year is the
most complete we have ever had, and that
AGENTS roTRHE FAMOUS DAWSON COAL
GENERAL TRANSFER BUSINESS AND STORAGE
18; Winnemucca, 28.
Local Data.
Highest temperature this date last
year, 44; lowest, 19. Extreme this;
date, 41 years' record, highest, 52, in j
1875; lowest, 8, in 1878.
Forecast.
IS QUITE SO
NOTHING as to touch the button and
Is ready to cook your
iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacu-
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heat-
ed rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and n'ght' Estimates and full Infor-
mation cheeerfully given.
RJ"Your Business Solicited." For Santa Fe and vicinity: Fair to- -
night and Sunday; not much change
in temperature.
For New Mexico: Tonight and Sun- -
day fair; not much change iu tempera- - j
ture.
Phone 100 and 35 W. -: Foot of Montezuma Ave.
Condition.
High barometer still dominates the
western country, although there has
been a gradual decrease west of the
Rockies and an area of low barometer
means the best in the city. We are listing a
few of the " Goodies " we are offering :
CANDIES Christmas candies, 12 to 20c per lb. Huyler's Exquis-
ite Chocolates, 40c to $5.0 per box. Vassar and Nobility Choc-
olates, 35c to $2.50 per btx.
DECORATIONS Tree decorations, tinsel, etc., from 1c up. Xmas
Bells, from 1c to 20c for t e large ones.
GREENS We will have a full ine of Holly and Holly and Immor-
telles Wreaths, d Holly in bulk, Roping Mistletoe,
etc.
ORANGES New Navels, 30c, 35c, 40c, 45c, 50c and 60c per doz. Per
case, $4.75.
FLORIDA GRAPE-FRUI- 3 for 25c, 10c and 20e.
IMPORTED MALAGA AND CALIFORNIA RED GRAPES.
GERMAN CHRISTMAS CAKE.
LEBKUCHEN - PFEFFEHNUSSE German Nut Cakes.
MRS. WARNER'S FRUIT CAKE.
HEINZ AND BLUE LABEL PLUM PUDDING.
CIGARS IN XMAS BOXES Osmundos, Tom Moore, Tiberius, Little
Tom, Sierra Cruz and many others.
FANCY TOBACCOS IN GLASS HUMIDORS.
EXTRA FANCY APPLES Jonathans, Wlnesaps, Grimes' Golden,
Black Ben and others, $1.75 per box.
NUTS Walnuts, Almonds, Filbers, Pecans, Black Walnuts, Hickory
Nuts, Chestnuts, Peanuts, Etc.
IMPORTED CLUSTER RAISINS. Smyrna Figs In baskets, Stuffed
Figs and Dates in Glass. -
FRESH FRUIT AND VEGETABLES We will have everything ob-
tainable in the Fruit and Vegetable line at this period of the
year.
POULTRY Turkeys, Ducks, Geese. Springs and Hens.
SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.
has developed on the North Pacific
coast. Temperatures are somewhat
higher in that region, cloudiness hasFREIGHTSHIPYOURFOR TICKETS
overspread the coast country from
jWashington southward to lower Cali-
fornia, and rain has occurred fromSan Francisco to Portland. Elsewhere
fair, pleasant weather prevails, w ith
FROM SANTA FE
To EI Paso, Bisbee, Douglass and all points in
New Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific
Goast, via NEW MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance thence.
little change in temperature, except
that it is colder this morning in parts
of North Dakota, Montana and Wyom-
ing. Conditions favor a continuation
CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY
Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
of fair, pleasant weather in this sec--
tion over Sunday.East
or
The
Best Telephone 9 W104 DON GASPER ST.
COUGHS THAT PREVENT SLEEP,
These coughs are wearing and Ifj
they "hang on," can run one down
physically and lower the vital resist--!
ance to disease. Mr. Bob Ferguson,
319 Pine St., Green Bay, Wise, writes:
"I was greatly troubled with a bad
cough that kept me awake nights.' West
FRESH MEATS Beef, Pork, Mutton, Lamb, Veal, Spare Ribe, Brains,
Wieners, Pigs Feet; also full line of Kosher Meats.
FISH OF ALL KINDS.
OYSTERS, SEALSHIPT AND N THE SHELL.
CHEESE AND DELICATESSA GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
We Guarantee Quality and Price on Everything
That Leaves Our Store I
GET THE HABIT I - GET THE HABIT I
THE MODERN GROCERY COMPANY.
Route Two Bmall bottles of Foley's Honey
and Tar Compound completely cured
me.
MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License flBmbers, if47. Day or Nift! Phone, IJQ Mail.
Next Door to Postoff ice.
For Rates and Full Information, Address
EUGENE FOX, G. F. & P. Aft, El Paso, Texas.
Bubserlbs for tne Santa r; We
Mexican, the paper that boosts al
the time and works for the upbuild
Ing of our paw Statr.
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 13, 1913. SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN. PACE THREE
SCHOOL NOTES.CHRISTMAS WITH THE INDIANS
ALONG THE SANTA EE TRAIL
HOW PEOPLE SHACKLE
THE MONEY KINGS
GEORGETOWN, TEXAS: J. A.
Kimbro, says: "For several years past
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound has
been my household remedy for all
oouglis, colds, and lung troubles. It
has given permanent relief in a num-
ber of cases of obstinate coughs and
colds." Contains no opiates. Refuse
substitutes. Sold by The Capital
Pharmacy.
attainted. On this first occasion there
were some speeches, some story tell-
ing and then refreshments were serv-- ;
eil. .Miss Robertson and lllss Sena
are the teachers in that ward and are
to be congratulated on the success of
the first meeting. There will be an-
other nil ei im; next Thursday even-ing- .
.Mr. Frank Owen, manager of the
Simla I'e V.'aier ami Light company,
lias again shown that lie is not only a
public spirited citizen bin a friend to
education in Santa Fe. Last, summer,
through .Mr. Owen, the school gard-
ens were furnished with water for
.irrigation purposes absolutely free.
This week, he comes forward on his
CATARRH OF
THE PHARYNX.
Clearing' nut your throat every day,
all day. That is what you have y. i
for monliis. Possibly years. A
lltil" mucus covers the pharynx.
If yi.t! were lo go to a doeior
wi.uM (HI you that, you have phar-yngui-
If you were to look int't
your own throat you would fin.l jasc
bark of tlio soft palale a rrtd. Jumpy,
granular npp'arnitoe of tn back part
of the throat. Pharyngitis the iloc-to- rn
call it.
Perhaps he would call It. foilenlar
pharyngitis. Ti cruises you consfanfc
annoyance. y,,u are always making
By Estelle lionnett iiui ton.)
In September, 1S4B, Lewis H. Gar-
rard, then a young man of eighteen
years, Joined the train of Co ran St.
Vraiu of the tirm of Ilenl, St. Vrain &
Company, which was leaving West-por- t
for the Rocky mountains and
Santa b'e. Being high spirited and ad-
venturous, he adapted himself readily
(By the Seniors. I
j
.Miss Marion Bisiiop or the depart
'ment of music leaves In a few days
for California where she will spend
the Christinas holidays,
.Miss Staley will spend her Clirist-- ;
mas at Oklahoma City with her par-
ents.
Prof. Wood very kindly contributed
;a knife, which he has hung on a chain
in Hie assembly room, for I lie use of
those who will probably receive or at
least, need just such a Christmas
present.
FAMOUS N DISCUSSES
CURRENCY BILL AND
TELLS WHERE IT FAILS AND WHAT
CONGRESS CAN DO TO RESTORE
BUSINESS.
, din, uccelerated the pulsation, and
'strung high the nerves. Time-wor-
shields, careering in mad holders'
hands clashed, and keen lances, once
'iecking in Pawnee blood, clanged.
Braves seized one another with an
iron grip, in the heat of excitement,
lor chimed more tenderly in the chant.
enveloped in the same robe with some
gentle maiden, as they approvingly
stepped through one of their own orig
imil polkas.
"A few days before Christmas, a
train of wagons passed along the trail.
which slopped to visit the Indian vil-
lage for an hour. One man by the
LUMBER, LATH, CEMENT,
WINDOWS, DOORS
AND MOULDING
to the western mode of life, and writes
'
By RUDOLPH SPRECKELS, entertainingly of the holiday season
ii President First National Bank of San spent on the Santa Ee trail and with
Francisco). the Indians.
motion anil notified Supt. Wag- -The new high school pennants are own
here and are very pleasing to look ner ami President Sena hat the lights emhiji isi"J.'i.ccs win-- m anARTICLE I. For some days before Christmas a
If the Glass-Owe- currency bill be- - dance had been in progress In the
comes law, not a single independent Cheyenne village, where joyous corn-I. J. SAWYER
(, i for the night school would be furnish- - Kuu t"cc' ' 1 nma ynm u,roi"
On Friday evening Jliss Staley en-- i ed free of any cost. No,, only does e .J
hM 0"--
tertained the senior class at her home the- board of education appreciate this ; A.hom! That Is
on Garlield avenue. Alter many but the forty-fiv- pupils enrolled in the way you are going nearly all day.motion relened supreme. The dance, name of Iluchanan, decided to staynational bank will remain in the na-
tion, and, if the special privilege inter-
ests electa president, organized greed
games and stories, delicate rerresn- - uie uigm scuoiu lane 11 as a special. Sometimes In Hie night when you223 San Francisco St. Phone 206 W
SANTA FE, N. M.
by the way, was in celebration of a with us until the return of the train,
victory won by their braves, over a which occurred a few days after
tribe with whom they were at war. Christmas. While with the Indians
and the seniors 'mark of consideration to them.meals were served.
departed for their homes happy. Airs. .Martin, director of art in (liewould control financial and business
undertakings through the federal re-
serve board far more comnletelv than
The braves returning with scalps we joined with them in the dance,
Iminrine to their belts, a dance was in- thereby adding greatly to the amuse-
On Thursday the boys elected Elmer
Friday captain, Vergil Likens, mana-
ger, and Edward Cartwright, treasur- -it can hope to under the prevailing augurated as was their custom on all ment of the Indians as well as to our
ler of the basket ball team. Practicesuch occasions. It is described as ap-- ; own
pear in his own words quoted below. "While
public, schools, has had her classes un-
usually busy and delights in their
work the past week, working in leath-
er. They tiro turning out some very
artistic pieces, such as pocket books,
card casi's. bill books, all hand tooled
calf leather. .Many of them are for
Christmas presents and they will
begin after the holidays.we, In this village, had
system.
The present banking and currency
system does not meet our require
wake up. You ought to garble your
throat with salt water every morn-
ing. Cold salt water. That, eloara
out the throat perfectly and makes it
ready for treatment.
Peruna 13 the treatment. Begin
wllh a tcaspoonl'ul before each meal
and at bedtime. Try it for a week.
You will be convinced. Of course,
Pcruna will not entirely relieve you
in n. week. That Is too much to ex-
pect of any remedy. But It will bene-
fit you so much you will be con-
vinced. Yes, it will. It has done,
this many times.
Folicular pharyngitis. Bis words.
"The drum sent forth its monotony j neither mince pies, cakes, or any ot
of hollow sound, and our .Mexican, the good things consumed on like oc- -ments.
The next program of the Synipozium
Literary society will lie held on Friday
Dec. lfi, as follows:
Piano solo, .Miss .Marion Bishop.
Xmas recitation, Francis Leeson.
As it now stands, the Glass-Owe-
prove very acceptable.
The manual training shop has been '
casions, neither did we hear guns,
shooting crackers, or cannon, or see
shops gayly decorated; yet we had
good buffalo meat, and aromatic cof-
fee, without sugar or bread, which I
Pedro, and I, directed by the boom
ing, entered a lodge, vacated for the
purpose, full of young men and
squaws, following one another in a
continuous circle, keeping the left knee
Quintette: Phyllis Jlayne, Alta Sand- - working overtime every day the past
n toford, Elmer Friday, Whipple. Mct'or-- j wook and Ihrce nights from sen
"THE FAYW000"
Yes, I've just returned
from Faywood Hot Springs
and never felt better in
my life. 'Tis great, and
everyone in the state
ought to go there. The
treatment you get will do
anyone good, and the train
service and the round-tri-
rate are both attrac-
tive.
Fapoon Hot Springs Go.
They too. have some ChristniasJ Almost as bad as the disease. But If
stiff, and bending the right with a ( njoyed far more than anyone could a
i,.,ir!fi-n-ni-- half neentive sten as if most tempting "state-- ' dinner. For you take Peruna for one month reg-
ularly, you may forget that you ever
Ihey wanted to go on and could-not- , music, the village maidens chanted
nemmn-nivln- e it. everv time the right war songs the harmonious strains of
mick, Vergil Likens.
Oration. "Christmas." Miss Staley.
"After Thot." Edward Cartwright.
Piano solo, .Miss Stella liutson.
Debate Resolved That, One has
more pleasure in summer than in win-
ter.
Affirmative Francis Duran, May
pieces ill the process of completion
and every stroke of the hammer, saw
and plane is counting.
The following is a list of lliose
neither absent nor tardy during the
third month of school:
Kindergarten, Ward No. 1. Anitatil had such a disease. Then you willhave a perfect right to forget the bigwords too.People who object to liquid medi-cines can now obtain Peruna Tablets.Ask your druggise for free PerunaLucky Day Almanac for 1D14.riielma Saw- - Ujouzales, Fernando Delgado.Kindergarten, Catron. Ben Garcia,Ballard, Nellie Martinez,yer.which fell on the ear far more pleas-ingly to me than Russel's best."The village, in accordance with analmost invariable custom of the In-dians, who undoubtedly have an eyefor picturesque, rural beauty, was In
a seculed, narrow bollom, overrun
with long, tangled and matted grass,
quite close to the river, and sheltered
by the hill in the background; dotted
here and there with large cotton-wood-
whose outspread limbs, gi- -
foot was raised, with an energetic
broken song, which, dying away, was
again and again sounded bay a hay,
haya-hay- , they went laying the em-
phasis on the first syllable. A drum,
similar to, though larger than, a
covered with par fleehe, (raw-ride)- ,
was beat upon with a stick, pro-
ducing, with the voices, a sound not
altogether disagreeable.
"Throughout the entire night. anJ
succeeding day, the voices of the sing- -
Negative Ruth Stein, Alameta Redman, Dan Amanitas,
meat, liable Laws, Isa Hernandez. Willie Martinez, Eloise Cassner, Ruth
Mr Unnert Asnlund of the depart-- Grillin, Genevieve Kanen, Dorothy
AleLoed.
Sadie Gonzales, Frances Mayes, Kath-alee-
Rolls, Bernice Mitchell, Athol
Blake, James Corothers, Edmundo Lu-cer-
Willie Kiesov, Teddy Muller,
Frank Owen, Dana Pankey, Atliington
White, Roberto Romero, Glenn. Stud-le-
.Merlin Bellinger.
Primary, Ward No. 2. Rosie
Euline Bogan, Tony Pino, Fran
cisco Chavez, listevan Balderama,
ers and heavy notes of the drum, s""- - '"lu ,"1""""'1' " " "
, a i ,h tion of protection. A range a snowreacneu u, aiiu, ot uif,i., & covered miniature
ment of education was a visitor at
our high school yesterday. On behalf
of the Synipozium Literary society,
President Elmer Friday, presented
Mr. Asplund a pennant of the Santa
Fe high school, to be placed iu the
office of the department of education.
Mr. Asplund, replying, said he thank-
ed the society for their remembrance,
that the state department was proud
of the high school, and that it. was
recognized by the department as one
Sierra
lower
Nevada
range of
combined
same dull sound lulled me to sleep.
At first, some of our party to whom rising
above a still
Adolfo Chavez.
Second Primary, Ward No. 2 Felipe
Alarid, iticardo Alarid, Max Igalo,
Herman Pino, Carlos Romero, Rosella
Parsons, Paubirta Garcia.
First Grade, Catron School Howard
Crockett, Frank King, Eugene Sparks,
Doris Barker, Isabel de Baca, Irene
coarse grass covered hills.
Seventh Grade Catron School.
Jane Abbott, Dorothea Koch, Edna
Rich, Mary Von Nyvenheim, Warren
Blanton, Jocelyn Crichton, Clifford
Hardy, Kenneth Law, Edward Llnney,
Phillip Martinez, John Whitfier, Pedro
the ceremonies were no new occur-- !
with the silver sheet of water, way
rence, muttered, as they slept, cursed beyond, gleaming through the trees
and the lodges, formed a camp at once
lemarkable for romantic loveliness, Gonzales.
of the lend UK liiKh schools ol mo
v
r liVf.l
and its excellent shelter for man and
beast.''
Thus did the men in the heydey of
, the old Santa Fe trail, spend their
days holidays, or otherwise far
from home and loved ones, who, to us
jail, make this Christmas season so
full of good cheer and happiness.
jThey dared not mention loneliness or
at the "infernal noise."
"During the day, the young men-ex- cept
the dancers piled up dry logs
in a level open space near, for a
grand demonstration. At night, when
it was lighted, I folded my blanket
ever my sholders, in the manner of the
savages, and went out. The faces of
many girls were brilliant with Vermil-
lion; others were blacked, their robes,
leggins and glittering
with beads and porcupine qulllwork.
Rings and bracelets of shining brass
encircled their taper arms and fingers,
and shells dangled from their ears. In-
deed, all the finery collectable, was
piled on in barbaric profusion, though
a few, in good taste, or through pov-
erty, wore a single band, and but few
RUDOLPH SPRECKELS.
bill is a political measure, rather than
a well considered solution.
Through its federal reserve board,
to be selected by the president, it
provides such very broad and arbi-
trary powers as to make it the most
potent political instrument any nation-
al administration could have.
Some of the objectionable powers
are:
(1) The right to require federal
reserve banks to rediscount each
Eighth Grade Catron School.
(Tarn. Gibson, Margaret Mac Bride,
Ada, Rodriguez, Gladys Whittier.
Ernest Blake, Harry Goebel, Luis
Albert Roberts, Ralph Roibal,
Ben Watson.
High School Sena Building.
Edward Cartwright, Ralph Gibson,
Fred Girard, Eugene Griffin, Fer-
dinand Koch, Virgil Likens, Hansel
Pfhiegcr. Alfred Rolls, Wm. Taschek,
George Cartwright, Eul Adine Carden,
Elsie Frank, Isa Hernandez, Anna
Kaune, Frances i.eeso. Edna Lutz,
Kathnryn Likens, Nellie Martinez,
Adella Muller, Ruth Moore, Almeta
Kanen, Fern Matt ox, Emily Montgom-
ery, Josephine Romero, Manuelita
Jaramillo.
Second Grade Catron School.
Ina Pearl Barker, Inez Carolhers,
Arneille White, .Margaret Law, Elsie
Muller, Alfonso Anion, Roland
Everett. Moore, David Levy,
Henriguez Jaramillo.
Third Grade Catron School.
Senl'erosa Baros, Melindia llednan-dez- ,
Florence Montgomery, Marcella
Parsons, Anita Rose, Helen Stein,
Holly Teare, Florence W'iese, Irene
Wiley, Jesus Chavez, Liberate Esqui-bi- l,
William Garcia, Lucius Freeman.
Peter l.lenau, Jose Maes, William
state.
The domestic science department is
very busy at this time making Christ-
mas presents, under the supervision of
Miss liutson. They are making sola
pillows, table runners, and household
linen. And there will be some happy
mothers in Sauln Fe on Christinas
day, when they see what their daugh-
ters have accomplished.
There are many signs of Christ-
mas about the schools these days. The
evergreens are much in evidence and
the decorations on the walls, win-
dows and blackboards are suggestive
indeed of happy Saint Nick. All of
the rooms are planning programs for
the occasion and Invitations will be
sent out early to the parents and
friends early in the week. Perhaps
some have none out already. Each
homesickness, as they were sure to be
ridiculed by their fellows. To these
men, hardy, daring, brave, who paved
the way for our schools, churches, and
the present state of advancement in
all things which make for civilization
in the southwest, we owe a great debt
of gratitude, which let us remember
in the midst of the joys of our more
favored circumstances.
Norment. Nellie Nusbaum, Bess Adine
other's paper. This provision would
enable a federal board favorable to
Wall Street to compel the other fed-
eral reserve banks lo discount New
Owen, Juan Sandoval. Andres Garcia, 0wpn E;tner ,oUilrrti Trma Stephens,rings; and with jetty hair, parted in
Melqudes Martinez, Damian Ortiz, Anita Wlentge, Helenthe middle, from the forehead to the Ruth Stein,
Winter.two handsomeYork paper, regardless of the financial neck, terminating in
needs of other sections. On the other
hand, there could be deliberate diso HIM- -MAN WHO NEGLECTSTHE
braids.
"The. girls, numbering two hundred,
fell in line together, and the men, of
whom there were two hundred and
crimination against New York under
Filimou Ortiz, Eliasandio Mora.
Fourth Grade Catron School.
Lloyd Freeman, Walker Griffin,
Charlie Gann, Willie Muller, John Nus-
baum, Frank Quintana, William Rose,
Bernard Roberts, Fairfax Stephens,
Antonio Torrez, Tom Van Stone, a
Baca, Florence Earnest, Flor-
ence Griega, Mary Moore, Shala Pier- -
an administration hostile to all
Street. fifty, joining, a circle was formed,
room will have its own entertainment
unless perhaps the sixth and fifth
grades go together In a program in
the auditorium. It makes it too crowd-
ed for all the rooms to assemble in
(2) The power to suspend any or ' hieh moved around with the same
SELF.
When his condition points to kidney
trouble takes an unwise risk. Back
ache, pain and soreness over the kid-
neys, nervous or dizzy spells, poor
sleep, are all symptoms that will dis-
appear with the regular use of Foley
Kidney Pills. They put the kidneys
and bladder In a clean, strong and
healthy condition. Sold by The Capi-a- l
Pharmacy.
the auditorium for a joint program
soil, Helen Pollard, Genieve Sparks,Some of the rooms will have an old nrace Stauffer, Katharine Van Stone,Mr. Gorm-- !fashioned Christmas tree.
How's This?
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
Toledo, 0.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter-Killy- ,
acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75
cents per bottle. Sold by all Drug-
gists.
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re-
ward for any case of Catarrh that con-no- t
be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known F
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
believe him perfectly honorable in all
business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations made
by his firm.
Take Hall's Tamlly Pills for
i,.,u .tolled trees for the ;,iad.vs wooiverton. i.onne uregg.
,.;...,..
,h- - w wnrrt and in Fifth Grade Catron School.
al lreserve requirements now provided
to safeguard depositors.
This is unsafe, because if irrespon-
sible men were appointed to the feder-
al reserve board, prudent banking
methods would be broken down. This
clause is so broad as to permit dis-
crimination between sections of the
country by the board for political
reasons.
(3) The right arbitrarily to regu
MJIUC1 fcUI ICTll 111 Vliv, mot ......
(lie Catron building. All in all this Frances Andrews, Thelma Blandy,Mildred Casner, Josephine Kanen.
Ilarlowe Maye, Velma Parsons, Ethel
"Warren, Bessie T'rioste, Juaiiita Lopez,
Mildred Crichton, Florean Chavez,
shuffling step already described. The
musicians, twenty, or twenty-fiv- e in
number, marched In a contrary direc-
tion, to, and from, and around the
fire, inside the large ring; for, at the
distance kept by the outsiders, the
area was one hundred and fifty feet in
diameter. The dancers chanted the
great deeds performed by the Chey-
enne warriors; as they ended, the
dying strain was caught up by the
hundreds of the outside circle, who in
fast swelling, loud tones, poured out
the burden of their song. At this
juncture, the march was quickened,
the scalps of the slain were born aloft
and shaken in wild delight, and shrill
coming week will be a great one in
the public schools.
There has been something new in-
augurated in the way of a parent
It will not pay you to waste your
time wrtiug out your legal forms
when you can get them already print-
ed at the New Mexican Printinguecond W illiam Shepnera, .Manuel jorrez,teachers' organization in the
the Carl Totovic, Joe li. W arren. .losei
late the issue and retirmont of feder-
al reserve notes and to preserve their
form and tenor.
ward. Last Thursday evening Romero, Guadalupe Montoya, Cecil
This is a dangerous power to give
first meeting was held in the. school
house between seven and nine which'
was well attended. It Is largely a so-
cial affair in which the teachers and
parents meet and become better ao- -
Mitchell, Phillipe Maes, Eusebio
Griago.
Sixth Grade Catron School.
Aurora Baca, Dorolhy Bowman,
politicians, and will prove a source of
great danger at some time. The form
tenor, issue and retirement of such New Mexican Want Ads. alwayswar notes, rising above the furious irlng results. Try it.
hit' the trattl
notes should be prescribed by law to
insure sound financial standing.
(4) The privilege arbitrarily to add
to the number of reserve and central
What Are
YOU Worth
From thereserve cities, or to anddesignate any banks therein as "coun A REPRESNTATION OF A FIRING SQUAD EXECUTION IN
MEXICO--THI- S IS WAR!
try banks."
Under this provision the federalft board might take away from any city
politically unfriendly, the advantage
It has as a reserve or central reserve
city, and extend the favor to a rival
city more friendly toward the national
administration. It would also permit UP?There are fourteen men in this pic-ture. Eleven of them are killing three.
Perhaps, the most awful part of the
picture is the cold hearfedness of it
took at them a moment and see if
they don't appear gruesomely absurd.
They were fighting under one general.
The men they are to kill were fighting
under another. The second general
lost the battle. There is never any-
thing personal in one soldier killing
i ;i4, all.T. M
There isn't any sign of hate or an
ger shown by anybody. The gowned
another.priest behind the men with the guns
arbitrary discrimination as between
banks within reserve cities by desig-
nating those institutions In favor as
country banks, to the disadvantage
of others.
(5) The power to remove officials
of any federal reserve bank without
court appeal.
This would give the federal re-
serve hoard political domination over
federal reserve bank officials in every
section" of the countrv, and would,
therefore,, destroy political and busi-
ness Independence.
Personal killing killing some onesurely doesn't hate the three men who
were dead a moment after this picture i you know personally 18 d,w,,r,Bht Jo ksssgaimA
It is estimated that
' the avrrntre mnn is
t worth $2 a day from
the nt'ck diwn what
i is he worth from the
neck up
j That depends en-
tirely upon trninintr-I-
you are trained so
that you plan anddirect work you are
worth times as
much as the man
who can work ouly
under orders.
The hilar natlona I
Coiresfjondence School
po to tht; mnn who is
stniKuhmr tdonj on
small pav and say to
him, "Wo wiii train
yon for promotion
8coach
0'M
IP 1
(jiff
Jthe rim
k toxatni
2,
nn:i( wiicic ji'u tm.--
or we will quality
ymi to take up a
more couueuial line
of work al a much
hicher salary."
Kvury month sev-
eral hu ndred stu
voluntarily
icport :eK'ancei:ient
i,s the direct result
of I. C. training.
You nerd not leavo
votir present work,
or your own home.
Mark this coupon at
Oltiv Aud liiilii it.
Coffee
Of good coffee pome one
is offerinsr. Hie best in
quality and money's-wort- h.
Yon want it.
How '11 you get it?
Do you know of a sim-
pler way than trying that
which is guaranteed with
a moneylmck pledge?
"What are you waiting
for?
Schilling's B e s t to- -
today.
No one ever won a prize with-
out trying in gome way.
laicreatlonal Correspondence Softools
I Box 8K8, Scranlon, Pa. ?
PIcRie explain, without furtbet oh If gat Ion oft my
4 part, bow J can riu;ilily lot the position, trade, or
. profession bcfi-r- which I rtaT? marked X.
'. The Crand Canyon is a
mile deep, miles wide and
Electrical Wireman
fc lectrical Enirineer
Mechanical Draftsman
Mechanical tmnneer
Telephone ExpertVtati.mnrv Kniriliecr
Textile Monufavturin
painted in sunset hues.
A short and inexpensive side tripfrom main California line o( the
Santa Fe. In a Pullman all the way.
EITevir Hotel, management Fred
Harvey, provide high-clas- s
All you would like to know about
the Canyon is told in our booklet.
"Titan of Chasms." Ask lor it.
Automobile Running
Poultry Firming
Bookkeeper
Stenographer
Advertising Man
Show-car- WritingWindow Trimmintt
Commercial lllustrat.
Industrial DeftiRfiinir
Architectural Drafts.
Chemist f Spanish
LanRuatic J Frwu--
Banking 1 frmaaCivilS.TV.gel
heart, but because their officer or-- But the priest, the doctor, the offi-- 1
a J nr. ilin .. Wli -- 4.1.lwas taken.
t,tvii
Building Contractor
Architect
Concrete CanfVuct'a
numbing. Steam Fitt'gMine Foreman
Mine Superintendent
era mem lO UU HU vi cihi, uicu wuu mice, lUCimurder,
but a lot of men killing a lot
of other men to whom they have not
been introduced is war.
The doctor who stands beyond the If the officer changed his mind and two men who wanted to look into the
spt the three men free, the chances gun barrels and the one man whoguns, with his hat off, lias no nairea.
And so the eight men are facing the!are tnat tue and the soon- - asked to be blindfolded went throughThe officer with the uplifted Bword
H. S. LUTZ, Ajent. Sl.&No..has no personal feeling in Ihe mat-
ter; it is his duty to kill his enemy.
three men. In a moment they'll pull would all go and have a .with their awful bit of warfare,
their triggers, not because they're j friendly drink together, as men do( War Is war. It turns men Into blood-angr- y
or because they hate in their, after a nasty Job is done. Iesa' unthinking killing machines. 5la(fAnd the eight men with the gun- s-
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POSTPONEMENT OF MUST TRAIN FORGE OF MENnews ENTERTAINMENT TO "OPERATE" PANAMA CANALThe following letter has been r
ceived relative to the entertainment That the Panama Canal will be 'and ready for use in about a year. The
already announced for the date of ;rea(iy for the ships of the world Jauu-- ! reason is plain: A mighty force of
January 2. As will be seen the date !ary. j, jais, and NOT BEFORE was Urained men must be on the job (o
is canceled and the concert will be giv-jth- e declaration of George B. Carson,
en later.CHAMPION FIST-FIGHTE- R WHO IS A REAL MAN !
THE STORY OF A MESSENGER BOY WHO BECAME A PRIZE-RIN- CHAMP.
operate the locks and look after the
canal generally. To get this efficient
force will require some months. To-tr-
out the force, so that no mistakes
shall be made, will renulre some
who arrived here today from Gatun
to visit. Mr. Tweedy, his uncle, resid-
ing near Santa Fe.
Mr. Carson ought to know a great
To The Editor Santa Fe New Mex-
ican:
About a week ago 1 had you publish
an announcement that the Glee Club
of the University of New Mexico
would give a concert In Ihe Masonic
Cathedral in Santa Fe on the night
deal, about the Panama Canal, for he j,tine. wChapter II. jWlien Johnny Kilbane reported to j
Jimmy Dunn at the hitter's camp he
never wore' lioxlng gloves but he
" aiau rememuer uiai varhas been employed by Uncle Sam inthe canal zone for the past seven ious HlirlPR lltlva tn Il.,a V,iv UC 1UUIVCU ULIVI.
SALEM, ORE., HAS GREAT
WET AND DRY EXPERIENCE.
Salem, Ore., Dec. 13 After twice
having been declared "dry" by the ma-
jority of the voters, this city again re-
verted to the. "wet" column tola; by
a decision. .'xf Judge Galloway.jof the
circuit court The court held both the
local option, measures passed Novem-
ber 3 add thtf.charter amendment pro-
hibiting tle Visbuance of "saldcm
adopted December 1, to be in-
valid 'grid, permanently restrained
city officials from attempting to en-
force them.
The court holds that under the stat
years. ' mo um ui ureaging is not over yet,
despite reports sent out that the can- -A good many people have the im- -of January 2nd, 1311. Since that time, j
however, it has been ascertained that jpression that ships will be steaming! ail "is finfehefl and we are ready for the
through the canal in a few weeks andvo many or the students or me i ni- Pacific coast expositions!'
.Mr. Catson says that his hpaHh Vinathat the two expositions, at San Fran-
cisco and San Diego, will appear alittle behind the time when they be-
gin to celebrate the canal's opening.
versify who are also members of the
iHee clubs desire to spend the holl--'ay- s
at home, that it will be iinpos-Hil-
for us to give this concert during
been splendid in the Canal Zone and
that, much of the talk about lassitude
has been exaggerated. Asked if it was
had Been a few sparring matches and
imagined he would like to become a
boxer. After one day in camp, during
which he had acted as punching bag
for Dunn, he knew lie wanted to be-
come a boxer.
The first night in camp Kilbane
wanted to know whether Dunn used
tobacco, and Dunn replied in the nega-
tive. The next, day Dunn saw John-
ny emptying his pockets of the tobac-
co he had carried to camp.
At this. time Kilbane was 15. From
, th&sfiirt he showed speed and ability.
ye WTthi cl
VK BOXING- - VijAu
may be 'lie holidays; I, therefore write you,
elections, that you may withdraw the present
utes local option measures
voted on only at regular
But the Panama Canal, as a short true that horses lean up against the
cut for the ships of the world, going telephone poles in the city of Panama,
east or west, will really be finished Ihe laughed.: nnouncement, but at the same time
;:snure the good people of Santa Fe
Mint we will give them a first class
rr ncert one that all will love lo hear
-- very soon after the holidays.
Thanking in advance for publishing
i which fall on evou years. The amend
j nient election was declared invalid be-
cause the voters had registered under
a law declared unconstitutional by the
supreme court.
"In uassins on these cases that are
til
Dunn became attached to the little
fellow and took him to Akrou, O., for
lits fight with Brock, then to New
Castle, Pa., where Dunn made his j
headquarters with Jimmy Dime, the
fight manager. j
EXPRESS COMMISSION
COMMITTEE MEETS.
Chicago, III., Dec. 13. The
of ten members of the National
Association of Railway Commissioners
appointed yesterday to lay plans for
uniform intra-stat- e express rates, met
today to disciiBS the problem before
them. Hon. O. L. Owen representing
New Mexico is a member of this
notice and for other favors.
Very respectfully,
HARKNESS,
Manager.
FRANCE TO LOOK
AFTER WESTERN INTERESTS.
Paris, Dec. 13. President Poincare
became a member today of a commit-
tee which has been formed to protect
French interests in the' West Indies,
it is a large and influential body,
which has been organized by Henry
Berenger, French senator, from Gua-
dalupe for the economic and intellec-
tual development of the French colo-
nies in the western hemisphere,
so unduly agitating our people," said
Judge Galloway, the court cannot too
strongly condemn the prevailing
mania for the ever recurring elections
which only distract the people, and
paralyze industries and business.
lie added that the trouble was not
due to the increase in the voting pop
ulation through woman suffrage, but
was simply a mania.
Beipre ne naa ueen coiupeiitu iu
leave school Johnny had a love affair
with a schoolmate. The boy and girl
were together so much that she was
MARY MANNERtNG
STAGE FAUORITE
GIVES A RECIPE
STEEL TRUST HEAD
looked upon as his sweetheart and he j
as her beau.
In the window of a New Castle jew- -
elry store Johnny saw a bracelet j
AND ATTY. GENERAL TALK
Washington, Dec. 13. Andrew Car
Mary Mannering Is very domestic in
her tates and iu her beautiful Detroit
home she delights in having her
friends about her table. At these
HOUSE DEMOCRATIC
LEADERS TO RUSH THING.
Washington, D. C, Dec. 13. Speak
er Clark, Democratic leader Under
negie spent a quarter of an hour to
CANNOT GO TO GRIDIRON
BANQUET ALTHOUGH BETTER.
Washington, D. C, Dec. 13. Presi
dent Wilson's cold was much better
today. Although the weather was
mild and tempting, Dr. Grayson order-
ed him to remain in his room and to
cancel his engagement to attend the
dinner of the Gridiron club tonight.
The president wrote a letter of
day with Attorney General McRey- -
nolds, but declined to sav what he dis- -
oussed.
YOUNG WOMEN: NUMBER SUR- -
which he determined to buy as a birth-
day present. Me needed $4.50 and
went to Dunn with his trouble. Dunn
arranged a bout between Kilbane and
"kid" Campbell, for which $25 was
offered. Dunn insisted the loser's end
should be $5 to insure Johnny achiev-
ing his heart's desire.
Kilbane won that fight, his maiden
effort, and with it $20. He bought the
bracelet all right, and today it is .one
of the girl's proudest possessions, al-
though as the wife of the feather-
weight champion and the mother of
his two baby girls she has articles of
j wood, and .the chairman of house 'times she is very apt to serve thein
committee's, which report approprii;-;- delicious meat pudding. And this Is
jtion bills, agreed today to keep new the way she prepares it:
appropriations within the amount ap j Cut 2 pounds of beef into squares
propriated for the present, year, whip., 'and put it, without water or salt, into
was $1,098,000,000. Millions will hi jthe inner pan of a double boiler and
pared off pending bills. jeever closely. Bring the water slow- -
The naval appropriation bill, how !y to a boil, but do not open for three
ever, will retain the two battleship j hours; leave it to get cold covered;
program of the administration. Th iRemove the meat and cook 2 quail
The number of young women who
softer with weak back, dizzv and nerv- - '
ous spells, dull headache and weari
ness is surprising. Kidney and triad?.
der ills cause these troubles, but it:
plan is to have no new projects au .
SPIRIT
IN GERMANY SPREADS.
Mayence, Germany, Dec. 13. Sen-
tinels on the fortifications and the ar-
tillery testing ground here, who have
been stoned and shot at for several
nights passed, have been ordered by
the military authorities to shoot down
their assailants on sight. It is feared
that the anti-miliar- y agitation in
Foley Kidney Pills are taken as dt
rected relief follows promptly, and;
the ills disappear. Contain no habit
forming drugs. The Capital Pharmacy.
personal adornment worth manv HcD up at ret-'- 5 HMb
Tub ea
thorized in the rivers and harbors
bills, and no omnibus public buildings
bill.
The conference agreed on a hurry-u- p
program. Otherwise Speaker Chirk
declared congress would be here until
next October. The conference agre ed
to have every appropriation bill intro-
duced in the house by the end of Jan-
uary and expedite them to the senate.
Alsace, has spread to this city.
ELKS'THEATRE
when a Cleveland sporting writer ar-
ranged a match between Kilbane and
Abe Attell, in Kansas City, Dunn knew
the boy was ready to meet any 122
pounder in the world.
That bout iu Kansas City
settled any doubt Dunn might, have
TRUTH TRIUMPHS.
times the value of that first bracelet.
The winter of 1907-0- Tommy Kil-
bane, also of Cleveland, but not re-
lated to Johnny, gained prominence
as a boxer and friends of the boys de-
manded a match.
Dunn figured that Johnny was not
ready to meet Tommy. When he made
this decision Dunn and Kilbane were
out of funds. A purse of $600 offered
for the match would have tempted al-
most anyone, under the circumstances,
but, rather than take a chance of
ruining his pupil's career, Dunn re-
fused the match.
Dunn walked from the west side
to the newspaper office downtown,
This would be effected by eliminating
the general debate on them so far as
possible.
had. Kilbane boxed the champion
where the promoters met, because he
didn't have car fare. The next day
he pawned a diamond ring for living
expenses for himself and Johnny.
Dunn matched Kilbane with a few
lesser lights, carrying him along
easily and watching him develop rap-
idly until he figured him good enough
to meet Tommy. Johnny won his
fight and with it enough money to
the diamond.
Dunn took Kilbane along easily,
permitting him to meet men not too
experienced, worked him into more
important matches gradually, and
Dec. 15th, Kith, 17th
COMPARATIVE COSTS
carefully and, although Ileferee Shea
held up Attell's hand at the end, hun-
dreds of spectators knew Kilbane had
earned a draw and that Attell's title
Bwayed Shea's decision.
(To be concluded Tomorrow.)
IN RAILROAD OPERATING.
Chicago, 111., Dec. 13. The labor
cost of conducting transportation over
A truthful statement of a Santa Fe
citizen, given in his own words,
should convince the most skeptical
about the merits of Doan's Kidney
Pills. If you suffer from backache,
nervousness, sleeplessness, urinary
disorders or any form of kidney ills,
use a tested kidney medicine.
A Santa Fe citizen tells of Doan's
Kidney Pjlls.
Could you demand more convinc-
ing proof of merit?
Tomas Baca, Cerrillos St., Santa
Fe, N. Mex., says: "Backache annoy-
ed me off and on for two years.Ai.
though I never had to lay off from
work, some days I worked when I
the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy was
less in 1912 than in 1902, although
other costs increased, according to
testimony given today by J. V. Ryan,THE PHOTOS
ARE BEAUTIFUL
WHERE WILL JOE
TINKER LAND
IS QUESTION
NOT MANY TRADES
ARE TO BE MADE
AT PRESENT TIME
THE LAST DAYS
OF POMPEII
Six Reels,
Three Parts
VESUVIUS IN ERUPTION
POMPEII DESTROYED
didn't feel able. It was a question of
statistican of the Interstate commerce
commission to tlje federal board of ar-
bitration' considering ' the differences
between the Tailroad and its trainmen.
"The operating: ratio," the report
read, "between operating costs and
revenue advanced from G3.37 per cent
in 1902 to 09.93 per cent in 1912. The
total expense of administration was
greater in 1912 than in 1902, but the
labor cost was lower."
bearing the trouble the best way I
could. One box of Doan's Kidney
Pills relieved me and I was well for
Philadelphia. Dec. 13. The usual
supply of trade talk Is being "batted"
out by the "winter league'' on the
"stove circuit." Almost as fast as a
trade, or a possible trade, is announc-
ed, it is denied by the club owners in-
volved.
The eyes of the baseball world are
ninniiiiiHli nt nrpapnt. for the Reds
Chicago, Dec. 13. President Mur-
phy of the Chicago Cubs, said here to-
day, on his return from Europe, that
he had practically concluded a deal
yesterday at New York for Joe Tinker
and was grieviously disappointed at
the information that Tinker had been
sold to Brooklyn.
Despite the failure of the
trade, however rumors were
rife that the Bhortstop would be
found in a Chicago uniform next
six months. Hard work in the mines
brought on another attack of the
trouble, but that was entirely cured
by Doan's Kidney Pills. I have rec
MARY MANNER! NCI .
in the beef liquor until tender. Put
a layer of beef in a deep dish; next,
one of oysters, then one of the quail
and kidney, and over this bits of mar-
row. Proceed iu this manner until
materials are used up. Thicken with
browned Hour enough beef stock to
Mr. Ryan submitted figures based
ommended them before and my faithlliovu nut Innno fillip ninnHtrer. .TnG Tin in their merit is just as strong as
on the report of the secrelary of labor
showing that the annual food supply
of the average laborer's family had
increased in oost 'from $339 in 1902 to
S4G3 in 1912.
ever."
cover; season with pepper, salt and a
ker, and at least four of the other
National League clubs are anxious to
secure him, while one or two Amer- -
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 Two Performances at Nigfiispring; the Ebblts purchase being sim-
There are so many ideally beautiful
scenes in George Kleine's photo drama
production, "The Last Days of
Pompeii," that it is difficult to find
any to praise more than the others.
Among the unusual episodes, however,
that are particularly pleasing to the
discriminatingly artistic spectators
are those showing Glaucus and lone
lloaiing down the Bay of Naples in
(heir beautiful barge, attended only
by their slaves and slowly developing
that glorious, steadfast love that sus-
tained them later in the terrible or-
deals that befel them and the scene
showing lone at her bath, receiving
the message from Arbaces to come to
the Temple. This is one of the most
beautiful pictures of the group and
gives an excellent idea of the luxur-
ious manner in which the wealthy an-
cients performed these functions.
Both the homes of Glaucus and lone
are gorgeous specimens of ancient
beauty and luxury, denoting the ar-
tistic quality of the people of those
times. The scene showing lone and
Glaucus feeding the fish and doves is
little kitchen-bouque- t. Cover with
puff paste an inch thick. Bake an
cents. Foster-Milbur- n Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the Unitedply the first part of another trade by Mean league managers have signified
which Tinker will come here in ex-- 1 their intention to bid for him if his hour and serve hot. States.
prices 15c and 25c.Remember the name Doan'sCLUB MEN WISH NOTED and take no other.ADOBE FOR HOME
(Continued from page onel
change for one or more Cubs and pos- - contract, is on the markt, all of which
sibly some cash. Tinker declined to-- ought to get linker a considerable
day to comment on his trade to Brook- - boost in salary next season,
lyn, pending word from Ebblts or Tinker is quoted as expressing his
Garry Herrmann, of the Cincinnati willingness to return to the Chicago
club regarding his $10,000 share of the Cubs, although it was feunrted that
$25,000 purchase price and proposed 'he and Evers were not on good terms,
salary of $7,500. Ebbits is believed to President Ebbetts would probably like PUMCTMAC fto see these three organizations underthe same roof, working harmoniously
SELECT LEADERS FOR
PLACES OF ARRESTED MEN
Denver, Dec. 13 Steps to fill the
places of leaders now under arrest
by the military authorities in the
strike zone were taken today by off-
icials of the United Mine Workers of
America. John Brown of Charlestown,
W. Va., and Joseph Quinn of Chicago,
international organizers, left today for
Trinidad to report to Frank J. Hayes,
who will assign them to take charge
of districts where those formerly in
charge are under arrest.
James Morgan, of Wyoming, one of
the union leaders, indicted by the fed-
eral grand jury at Pueblo, today ap-
peared before United States Commis
for the upbuilding of the capital.
Committee Named.
A committee was named to look
have been influenced in the purchase to secure Tinker for his Brooklyn
by the hope or promise that Tinker team, to help Wilbert Robinson land
could be used as trading material with the superbas somewhere in the first
the Cubs. A big shake up is due among 'division. The Phillies are said to be
unmoiitiHO
HOLIDAY RATES
over the plans to purchase the adobe
and see if there are any obstacles tothe Cubs, according to Murphy. Play-- , after the of the Reds, and Tj7making it the permanent home of theSt. Louis is willing to give up severs auu money win ue sacruicea lo eral players in exchange for him. In exquisite in its daintiness."The Last Days of Pompeii" is aof Lord Bulwer
Lytton's widely read romantic novel
and is announced for three nights at
the Elks theatre beginning December
; '15 with matinees. -
club. The committee will report in
a few days. The option on the build-
ing will expire some time in February.
It Is thought that there are no "in
strenthen the team for the 1914 cam-
paign and plans will be made for the
changes when Manager Evers returns
from Troy next week.
surmountable obstacles" to'encounter.sioner Hinsdale and gave bond in the
sum of $3,000. . . "New Members.
The Santa Fe club is increasing inIt was stated today that John P.
membership and it 'was stated lastSHOULD HAUE KEPT
THOSE OLD SHOES night that if the club install a bowl
fact about the only club that has not
put in a claim is the New York Giants.
It is understood that Otto Knabe
is anxious to secure a birth as man-
ager of a big league team, and that
he has received permission from the
Phillies to negotiate with any of the
club owners. There is nothing in the
report about Knabe and Mike Doolat.
being traded to Cincinnati for Tinker.
Manager Dooin declared that he had
not talked trade with any one, and
would not until he had talked mat-
ters over with President Baker, who
will be back in town today. It was
White, l president, and W.
P. Gren, secretary-treasure- who were
also indicted, are expected to reach
Denver Monday.
ing alley, shower baths, a ' commod
ious ball room and fixes up several
Colpmbus. Ind.,Deceniber 13. Be comfortable rooms, besides laying out
a fine tennis court, at least a dozencause Joseph Walters, 22 years old, of TWO ALLEGED WHITE
SLAVERS ARRESTED.this city, took time, to buy himself a
pair of wedding shoes, he lost his
SIX TIE FOR FIRST
PLACE N SIX-DA- RACE
Xew York, Dec. 13. Riding in u
new combination as a result of pairing
after team withdrawals early today,
there were six leading in the six-da- y
bicycle race at 8 a. m., the 12Sth hour,
tied with 2,481 miles, 7 laps. The
former record was 2,469 miles, 9 laps.
At 1 o'clock, the end of the 132nd
hour, the six leading teams had
covered 2,550 miles 9 laps, two miles
and five laps ahead of the former
record,
The six leading teams had covered
2,609 miles 2 laps at 3 o'clock. The
record, made by McFarland and Moran
in 1908, was 2,604 miles.
more persons living in Santa Fe will
join.
At the meeting of the board of govchance of getting Miss Mary Moorefor his wil'e.who had promised to
ONE MID QHE-THIR- D FARE
For the Round Trip Between All
Points on the
A.T.&S.F.R.R. IN NEW MEX.,
Also to All Points on the
A. T. & S. F. R. R. IN COLORADO,
Trinidad to Denver inclusive.
Dates of Sale, December 23rd, 24th, 25th and
31st, and Januaay 1st, 1914. Return Limit,
January 5th, 1914.
marry him. ith the exception of the
shoes all arrangements had been made
for the wedding, but in the short time
ernors Charles Patek, formerly "of
Vienna and now of Santa Fe, was
made a member, his name having been
posted some time ago. The name of
Paul A. F. Walter has beer, posted
on the bulletin board as a candidate
for membership. His name and any
Walters was gone Charles Hovis, his
rival, induced the girl to accompany
said Knabe and Doolan might be trad-
ed to Cincinnati for Tinker and Groh.
but Manager . Dooin denied having
even talked of such a trade, and re-
fused to give his views on It.
The only trade that is likely to go
through is the one which will give
Konetchy of St. Louis to New York in
exchange for Merkle and Snodgrass.
Konetchey says if he is not traded he
him to the County Clerk's office, where
Los Angeles, Dec. 13. Officials
who searched the rooms of James F.
Rogers and Ness Caby, two waiters
in a Japanese lodging house yester-
day, found what they declared, to be
evidence that the two men, who had
been arrested as contributors to the
delinquency of a policeman's daughter,
were coast representatives of a na-
tional white slave ring.
Rogers and Cuby were arrested by
Policeman A. E Hall after the officer
had locked up his own daughter Lucy,
in the juvenile detention home.
Deputy sheriffs found in the effects
Walters found the couple being mar-
ried when he rushed from the shoe
others thjit are posted this month
will come up for action by the board
of governors at their next regular
meeting.
store to the Clerk's office to get a
BOUGHT TINKER TO
PLAY FOR BROOKLYN.
New York, Dec. 13. There is not
will jump to the Federal league, which
has offered him a big salary, and it
i3 likely that some trade will be made
to keep him away from the outlaws.
Social Tonight.
The regular monthly social of
MRS PANKHURST AGAIN
the Santa Fe Club will be held at the
of the men photographs and letters
of girls, resident in many cities.
club house on Washington avenue to
uight. Chairman F. T. Blandy, of the
social committee, has arranged a pro--
gram. A prominent feature of the so-
cial will, of course, be the dance.
HOLIDAY RATES FOR STUDENTS I TEACHERS I
ts .1 t nt - f Ci . 1 j: i 111 l. D
Other correspondence, they said,
showed that an organized girl trap
PLACED UNDER ARREST.
London, Deo. 13. Mrs,. Enimeline
Pankhurst, the militant suffragette
leader was rearrested today on the
train on which she was traveling from
Dover to London. She returned to
England from France this morning
after a stay of several days in Paris
with Miss Christabel Pankhurst, her
daughter, who accompanied her to
Calais.
JESS WILLARD KNOCKS
OUT DAVIS.
Buffalo. N. Y., Dec. 13. Jess Wil-la-
of Kansas, knocked out George
(One-Roun- Davis, of Buffalo, in the
second round of what was to have
ping syndicate had been operating,
The headquarters of the syndicate, ac
a word of truth in the statement that
we bought Tinker to use in a trade."
said President Ebbits of the Brooklynbaseball club.
"The Brooklyn club is not being runfrom Chicago but from Ebbits field In
Brooklyn. We bought Tinker because
we bought his playing ability which is
a good investment. He is now on
Brooklyn's rolls, and undoubtedly will
appear in a Brooklyn uniform next
season. Now that his release has
been bought from Cincinnati, I will
take up negotiations with him in the
usual order."
cording to the officers, was in New
York City.
been a d bout here last night.
Davis had the better of the first
round, but in the second round AVil- -
MINISTER TO CUBA
FORMALLY PRESENTED.
Havana, Dec. 13. A brilliant recep-
tion was given last night at the Amer-
ican club in honor of Wm. & Gon-
zales, of Columbia, S. C, UnitedStates minister to Cuba, and his wife.
President Menocal was one of the
lard landed a stiff right to the mouth
and repeated it a moment later. Then
MORE SNOW BLOCKS
COLORADO TRAINS.
Trinidad, Colo., Dec. 12. Snow
driven by a high wind has blocked
traffic on the Colorado and Southern
CANADIAN TOWN IS
SWEPT BY FIRE TODAY
Le Pas, Manitoba, Dec. 13. Le Pas,
the new Hudson Bay terminal town on
ror me uencni 01 muuents aim lencncrs wckcih m va
fold nt rnte of one and one-thir- d fare for the round trip
nil poinis in Kew Mexico, 'including Coast lines west .
of Allmquerque, on" December lfth and 20th on condition
Hint such parties present certificates from teacher or princi-
pal of the school, showing attendance at said school.
Minimum selling rate, f00, return limit January 5th,
inn.
For particulars, call on any agent of the Santa Fe.
H. S. LUTZ, A6ENT.
Santa Fe, - - - New Mexico.
he brought up a smashing right
to the chin. Davis- was un guests. The function served as ah of
conscious for several minutes. the Saskatchewan river, was fire
swept this morning. An entire Mock ficial Introduction of the - AmericanWillard weighed 252 2 pounds and minister and his wife to the American
i Davis 1S7 of buildings and several others in ad-joining blocks were burned. The loss colony.
BANTAMS MATCHED
TO FIGHT JAN. 12TH.
Chicago, 111., Dec. 13. Johnny Cou-lo-
baDtam weight champion, was
matched today to meet "Young" Sin-ne-
of Rock Island, 111., at Racine,
Jan. J2. The men will make 116
jvounda ricgid. . .
south of Trinidad and train No. 7 has
been stalled near Watervale, Colo.,
since early last night? Train No. 1
is also blocked a few miles south of
that point. Local officials said the
track would be clear early this after-
noon.
Work for tne New Vexlctn.'
is estimated at $173,000. Many guests
at two hotels which were burned were
forced to flee from the buildings in
night attire.
ft !
nd
For quick results,
little "WANT." working for you, for Santa FOit new itmt.
..SATURDAY, DECEMBER 13, 1913. SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN. PACE FIVE
I I tl III1IIIHI 14 Every WomanPERSONALS' local items. is Interested ami should
knuw nbmit t!ie wonderful
iARTS AND CRAFTS !
ARTISTIC XMAS GIFTS
Hammered Brass Electric Reading
f FOR RENT House, Bath, Range and Electric Light- s-
BUSINESS HAMPERED
BY RECORD BREAKING FOG.
Sioux City, Iowa, Doc. 13. A recoi I
breaking fog enveloped Sioux City thin
morning. Three collisions occurred
on (iw street ear lines and all irafti'
was mva'lv delayed.
3 Marvel JMSpr.,
uoucne
V AiW'lv'Askynur(lniB!st for
ft. If tiu cur ,uit sup-
ply (lie MAKVKL, Cnfl'iM
Lamps, Hand Wrought Silver Pen-
dants. Desk Sets in Hammered Brass
and Copper, Letter Racks, Paper Cut-
ters, Rocker Blotters, Hammered Cal-
endars, Tie Racks, Wisk Broom Hold-
ers, Etched Match Holders, Hammered
SOCIAL CALENDAR.
December.
Saturady Dec. 13. Simla J'V club
social, t p. ni.)
Monday Dec. 15 to Wed. Dec- 17
Last Days o Pompeii (moving pic- - j
tures) at Elks theater.
Thursday, Dec. 18. Dance at the
KIliS flub. j
Wednesday, Dec. 23. "The Shop
Accept no otnor, niu
send stnmp for book.
Marvel Co..44E. 23d St.. N T. solutiont 'oiiMih 'ionslFYCM SHOP ffOW jYoulLFlffDIHg.6W III
Copper and Brass Bowls and Trays,
Belt Pins, Bar Pins, Hat Pins. Candle
MORTARS SHIPPED TO
PANAMA FOR DEFENSE
New York, Dec. Ill Tell mortar gnus
;t clip ni' line ml'l'i'i1.
Tlii' liot ilcfiliitioil of
Opposite Elks' Opera House. Price, per month f40.00
House, Bath, Range and Electric Lights.
Chapelle Street. Price, per month 22.00
6- - Room House, Bath, Range and Electric Lights.
Washington Avenue. Price, per month 35.00
7- - Room, Nicely Furnished House. Palace Avenue
Three Months, (No Children). Price, per month.. 50.00
House, Furnished, Good Location, Bath,
Electric Lights, Etc. Price, ptf month 45.00
O. C. WATSON & CO.
, (C A. BISHOP, PROP.) '
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE, LOANS, SURETY BONDS.
,'. Phone, 189 J.
1 1 9 San FrancUco St., Santa Fe. New Mexico.
Sticks. Special orders .made on short
notice.
MRS. W. LINDHARDT
125 Palace Avenue.
Seliilliliff'sline coflV
and
..carriages were loaded on the
steamship Cristobal today for ship-
ment to the Panama Canal zone, on
.Monday, They will be used in the
formications. A detachment, of artil-
lery will accompany the equipment.
j herd of the Hills." drama, at ICIkH The- -
litre.
Tuesday, Dee. 30. Miss Claude Al-- j
bright, mezzo soprano, and her com-1- .
pany will give concert at Scottish
Rite Cathedral, (8:30 P. m.)
Wednesday, Dec. 31. New Year's
lEve. Dance at De Vargas hotel, i be-- j
Iglns H::!Q p. m.) j
i Deputy U. S. Marshal Delgailo is ill
He says: "Santa Ke is as ancient audi
'as the 'Coventor's Pat-- j
lace. Kxecpl lor a lew (!l modern REMAINS OF DEERING
Mont.
U'h.'tt s a )k.iiii(I worth
Il (IrpClllis (III llO'.V VOlt
value good feeling ami a
siiuiiy i'ronf.
Aroma-tigh- t cans, everfresh
cleanly grainilu led money back.
buildings, il is another Seville.
with bells about their necks
land bearing loads of wood upon their
backs. trot through the narrowlllt 4llllltlHllllH
ARRIVE AT CHICAGO
Chicago, Doc. The body of Wil-
liam Deeriiig, the
nianufacturer of harvester machinery,
who died at. Coacoanut Grove, Kla.,
last Wednesday, arrived here on a
special train this afternoon. The fun-
eral will lie held tomorrow.
DAYST0SI10P
Albuquerque. j
Judge Dorin C. Collins was in Allm- - j
jquerque yesterday on a brief business
'visit. '
Medler, N. SI. He is registered at the;
hjiis Cruces. Jle is registered at the
Streets." Mr. Dods forgets to state;
whether the bells are of silver or)
ibrass: whether they are as old as theFOLLOW THE CROWD AND
"old" bell in the Oldest Church, or.iDe Vargas. TRADE AT THE WHITE HOUSE. !.,,, ',,,., ro 1T10I,. The anicler . w . jjiaive, uie hl'ii kmuii iiiiuci
man, is here from Hodges. He is at
now auout mcse ,or g.i
''.;, w,,u iUust raU-- with Taos picturescoaster brake bicycles, guaranteed
BEAR IN MIND ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS CO.equipment. Dow price. They willIplease. Heaeham-Mignardo- t llard- -
ware Co.
- n a t a vnnAU , hi T rUDICT.
THE LARGEST AND BEST SE-- :
LECTED ASSORTMENT OF HOLI
DAY GOODS AT THE WHITE
!the Montezuma.
E. C. Osborn, with the Mountain
States Telephone company, headqua-
rters In Denver, is in the city on busi- -
ness. rnuivi iwum ui i il 'HOUSE,ule u c ulll KPPD nilR STARE . .. . . , dward L.Tiev Leonidas Smith rHlurned ves-- ' "' " Town of His own .imipeO'CLOCK EVERY:
,!OPEN UNTIL 9 the city, is listedMedler, who is interduy from a trip to Arizona, beiug
called there by the serious Illness of
THIS WEEK'S SPECIALS
MEN'S AND BOYS' READY-TO-WEA- R
SUI1S AND OVERCOATS
AW Wool Blue Serge for Men, $11.95 worth $18.
WATCH OUR WINDOWS.
THAT WE HAVE A GREAT MANY
ARTICLES SUITABLE FOR
Christmas Presents !
ARTICLES OF MERIT THAT WILL
MAKE A GOOD, SENSIBLE GIFT!
his sister-in-la-
Governor V. C. McDonald is ex-- j
pected home today from a trip which
included visiting Deming, Las Crnces
and Albuquerque.
EVENING. THE WHITE Moust. (.eo,ori(ls ns aiding at LasOur regular fresh stock of the best !CrilRpg bllt ,0,lay ne sjglia the hotel
cigar made, Corto Plazo, at Zook's, irPgst.,Jr as ..B- - j,. Medler. Medler, X.line Ilexall Store. M Commenting on this town of'
Social Tonight The members of the Meulur (nP Albuquerque Herald says:
ISaiita Fe ('Dili and their friends will jfe(n,,,. js justly proud of the1
be entertained al a social tonight mw town which bears his name.!
jgiven by the Santa Fe Club. The Auyono who Is in doubt, as to the;
ifair begins at U p. in. exact location of' Medler can consult;
FOR KENT Large modern house, l(np Il(,xt Hsue of the Dnitod Stales.
HHONG 180.210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.,
O. C. Watson, former resident of
Santa Fe and a well known insurance
jinau, is here from Denver. He is at
'the De Vargas.
Mr. and Mrs. J. K. England, of Little
'Rock, Arkansas, are sightseers regis-- j
jtered at the Montezuma. Mr. Kng-- j
jland is a banker.
Former Delegate to Congress Wil- -
close in. John W. .Mayes. Ipostofflce map and find it: The new,
HANDKERCHIEFS AND MUF-lowll- i wUicn the judge says will be
FLERS FOR THE HOLIDAYS AT he nietropolls of the Rio Grnpde val-- !
LOWEST PKitta a i mt wmicj(,v wjthin a vt!ry short time, not bar-- iHOUSE. ;n-n- y Paso nnd La Joyn, is located
Miss Pruyn Dead Word has been v)l(lrp in th(? ncinhliorhood of INSURE WITH HAYWARD AND REST CONTENT.
eceived here of the death of MissL, uieiilnint mute dam. Pigs are
not permitted to run at large, and
the erection of a school house is be-
ing considered."
WtYYYYYtYYtVYYYtYYyY
Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Co.
Everything In Hardware.
iliam H. Andrews has returned from a
it rip to the east, according to the
papers.
' James A. French, state engineer, is
!at San Mareial today inspecting the
state road work there, and will return
to Santa Fe tomorrow--
J: P. Monty and Harry liogel, who
have been working on the Taos road
Jennie Pruyn at St. Joseph, Mich.,
after a long illness. She was a resi-
dent of Santa Fe for many years.
Gnagey & Ervien for a stand to
convert your electric iron into a
cooking device.
SILK HOSE FOR' LADIES AND
GENTLEMEN IN ALL SHADES;
DunCMIV A M n O M V Y RRANinR
BIG POLICY HELD BY
DEAD MAN S PAID.
INSURANCE
Unless you own1 property that cannot burn
or blow away, see
JOSEPH 13. HAYWARD, MANAGER,
NOW, and not AFTER the disaster.
Roomr8 and 9, Capital City Bank Building Santa Fe, N Al.
V,. M. WICKHAMLUDWIO WM, ILFELD.' Dultith Minn., Dec. 1M. One of the
the life of Johnimm'a.iee policies onEVERY PAIR GUARANTEED AT
(survey, returned to the city last even--jing. having completed the survey.
Miss Marie Lillian Jeffreys will
spend the holiday season with rela- -
.McAlpine, whose death by shootingTHE WHITE HOUSE.
Itives in Fort Worth, and Wichita
IF IT'S REAL ESTATE," HAY WARD HAS IT.
caused a sensation here and on the Pa-
cific coast, will be paid on Mondav
next. Mrs. McAlpine and Hubert
While-side- will received $.",(1,0(10 on
this policy, which is the first to be
paid. The total insurance of Mr.
life amounted to $1Si,0U0.
Mr. McAlpine, who was one of the
leading lumber men of Minnesota, was
shot early in August, while in the
basement of his house.
esHENRY KRICK&
DISTRIBUTOR OF
LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water. Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
TELEPHONE 35 J Santa Fe, New Mex.
Falls, Texas, leaving Tuesday of next
week.
Miss Marion Bishop, the talented
pianiste, will leave next week for San
Diego to spend a fortnight's vacation
with her parents who reside in the
Harbor of the Sun.
George L. TJIrick, of Carrizozo, who
has been in the city for several days
attending a meeting of the hoard of
penitentiary commissioners, left for
home at noon today.
A. C. Voorhees, a Raton attorney,
is in the city today to argue a case
before the- - Supreme court, in which
the right to appeal a habeas corpus
proceedings, is the main question at
IMPORTANT WITNESS
KILLED IN EXPLOSION.
Chicago, III., Dec. 13 Frank Madia,
owner of the garage from which Kob-er- t
Webb, lender of the band of au-
tomobile bandits which terrorized
Meets Thursday The art, music
and literature department of the San-
ta Fe Woman's Club will meet prompt-
ly at 3 p. m. in the club rooms, Thurs-
day, December Ititli.
Dr. Tannus, the eye, ear, nose and
throat specialist has completed ar-
rangements for his odices in the Capi-
tal City bank building and is now
ready to receive patients. Oilice
hours 9 to 12 a. m. and 2 to 4 p. m.
AVOID THE BIG RUSH IN DAY
TIME AND DO YOUR SHOPPING
EVENINGS, AFTER SUPPER. THE
WHITE HOUSE.
.
Fun With a Kodak Lots of it, good
wholesome fun, too One of our
Kodaks will help you to entertain and
amuse yourself and others. Buy them
ot Zook's, The Rexall Store.
Spanish-America- Club El Liceo
Social Literario, will hold its regular
meeting on Sunday, the 14th inst, to
transact business of importance and
arrange for a Spanish dance. All
members of said club are requested
to be present at the office of H. L.
Ortiz at 11 o'clock tomorrow, Sunday.
DO YOUR CHRISTMAS SHOPPING
AT THE WHITE HOUSE.
SPECIAL REDUCTIONS ON OUR
BEAUTIFUL LINES OF FURS, BATH
u
: :
'
issue. Chicago last Wednesday obtained his
Mrs. A. J. Graham, formerly Miss
Onofre Wagner, who resides in El
car, was killed almost instantly to-
day by the explosion of a gasoline
tank in the garage. Madia's head was
almost torn from his body. He was
28 years old. His evidence against
Webb was important.
THE STAR BARN
W. A. WILLIAMS, - - PROPRIETOR.
GENERAL LIVERY
Hack and Baggage Lines. Entire Stable Re-
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.
SADDLE PONIES. TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS. PROMPT SERVICE.
Phone 139. 310 San FrancUco St.
Paso now, is visiting her mother, Mrs.
Wagner, of this city. Mrs. Graham's
many friends are glad to see her back
in "the capital.
Emmet Wirt, the Dulce, N. M., mer-
chant, left for home this morning aft-
er attending a nicotine of the sheen
sanitary board in Albuquerque yester-jday- ,
and riding the goat in the local T. F.TANNUS, M.D.lodge of Elks last night.
ROBES AND KIMONAS AT THS
WHITE HOUSE.
Rebekah Officers At a meeting last
night the local Kebekah lodge elected
officers for the ensuing year as fol
PRACTICE LIMITED TO
EYE, EAR NOSE THROAT
Capital City Bank Building.
JEALOUSY RESULTS
IN DEATHS OF THREE.
Chicago, 111., Dec. 13. Louis V. Nie-ma-
proprietor of a millinery shop,
and his wife were shot and killed and
fSlow-th-e iws).-ksM-
fHo shorter Jjimm '3 lows: Mrs. Louisa T. Sturges, past no.Mrs. Emanuel JIarner probably fatally blf! srand; Lena Krick, noble grand
OFFICE HOURS 9 to 12 A.M.2 to 4 P.M.
wounded here this afternoon by the.C-
- j i)nconi vice grand; Mrs. Matildalatter's divorced husband, who then j vveise, secretary; Mrs. Jennie Miller,
shot and killed himself. The shoot- - treasurer. These oilicers will be g
took place in Nieman's store. stalled at the first meeting in Junti- -
5 SANTA FE, N. MEX. Your Gift To HerOr Him
.rtt7,.j--
Mrs., Harner was approached by her
former husband while in the store.
She refused to talk with him and then
Xieman and his wife interfered to pro-
tect her. Uamer became enraged and
shot the three.
Invitations Issued The committee
on De Vargas hotel dances have sent
out over 2im) invitations to the New
Year's eve dance to be given by Man-
ager Hall at the De Vargas, beginning
at '9:30 p. m. December 31 and lasting
Ji 'r- '.UViVVA U S. KAUNE & CO.
Where Quality Governs the Price
and Price the Quality
SANTA" DFOUE OUT
until some time in the year A. D. 1914.
At two minutes to midnight, the or-- j
chestra will strike up the popular and
appropriate selection about a "Mid- -
This unprecedented storm has start- - night 'hoo Choo.'
ed active operations . with "OLD
Z ' RESOLVEDThat tvie:ihancie:
ahd men change wth
THEM -- 5TYLES;HANCie
Too, AND WE: KEEP UP
WITH TH TMES- - BUT
SQUARE DEALINCq
NEVER CHANNELS. WE
ARE HERE WTH THE
Vonr litllc girJ or lioy lins u natural iift fr music. Arc vnu
spoil! ii y il "'
When slit' hums or sings at jdtty, she is merely eirossing this
natural gil't her talent. All children have this gift, for music.
Sometime pan-ti- t develop it. Often they starve it. ;
Of toner still, they spoil it spoil it with a poor ''piano a
piano "good enough to practice on."
The untrue loves of a cheap piano spoil the ear. The delicate
hrnin cells which register sound, pick up the bjibit of untrue sound
a habit which they cannot tinhorn. You know how a singer
with a "poor ear"' sings off the. key and tiet t r k uuils it.
Yet from a good piano the ear will just a readily pick up true
sound habits habits which mean rejincmint nnd taste.
Develop your child's natural gift. (Jive her a chance for a
true musical education on a good piano. Jt will mean happiness
in after life popularity perhaps a career.
ifianKsgiving Day
HeadQuarters
5AME OLP otJUAKt
PEAL
ary.
Music Lessons Prof. I. L. Tello,
who has studied in Berlin, w'll be
pleased to give lessons in vio'.in,
and piano. Terms or. applica-
tion. Phone 255 W, residence of
Frank Plomteaux, U4 Cernllos street,
Santa Fe.
To Open Placers Col. J. A. Wood,
one of the veteran mining men of
New Mexico, has returned to Albuquer-
que to remain permanently and ex-
pects in a short time to the
famous old placer gold workings at
Golden in the Santa Fe range, says
the Albuquerque Herald. Mr. Wood
was among the pioneers in the Golden
district when it was opened twenty
years ago and has done extensive
work there. The placer
CHRIS CRANGLE." If you are figur-
ing on heading him off and taking ad-
vantage of some of the REAL ES-
TATE snaps of "Townsend's" you had
better get busy. Last week we told
you of some small house deals that
could be had. This week we are going
to tell you of a "bigger" house or two.
We have a list of them that would
surely strike you if you want a home
and only have a few hundred dollars
to invest.
MARCY STREET New mod-
ern, cellar, garden, some fruit,
sidewalks, chicken houses. $1500
will handle.
CANON ROAD well, Vt
acres, orchard, alfalfa, new roof,
barn and chicken sheds. $2,000,
terms.
Thanksgiving Days are
days of good cheer--o- f ex-tra good living. Yes, and
right here you'll now find
extra good things to eat,
in extra variety at real
thankful prices,
The Learnard-Lindeman- n Co. t
THE MAN WHO WILL NOT CHANGE HIS MIND HAS NONE. THE
MEN WHO SAID TELEPHONES, ELECTRIC LIGHT, STEAM ENGINES,
WIRELESS MESSAGES AND FLYING MACHINES WERE IMPOSSIBLE
HAD TO CHANGE THEIR MINDS. WHAT MIGHT HAVE BEEN TRUE
LAST YEAR, ISN'T TRUE THIS YEAR. NEW THINGS ARE ALWAYS
COMING OUT. WE GET EVERYTHING IN OUR LINE AS SOON AS IT
COMES OUT. ONE THING WE STILL CLING TO; IT DOESN'T NEED
CHANGING THAT IS THE SQUARE DEAL. WE WILL GIVE YOU
YOUR MONEY'S WORTH.
WOOD-DAVI- S HARDWARE COMPANY.
Come first
of courseTurkeysworkings have been heavy producersCERRILLOS ROAD modern,
Is the place to buy a time honored instrument. What better
Christmas gift to your Ikiv or girl than one of our rich toned beau-
tiful pianos. We have a plan by which you can afford to give your
ehihl just such a gift this Christinas to give him or her a good
musical education now, instead of waiting until you have saved up
for it. Xo matter where you live a small payment down will put
a in-- piano in your home.
COUPON.
7 acres land, all fenced, corals andiin the past and it is understood that
PHONE H"IF IT'S HARDWARE WC HAVE IT."PHONE 14. chicken houses. $4,000, half cash, the development now proposed is
FRIA modern, fruit, P'J' financed nnd will be carried out on
well, oarden. sheds, barns, lawn, an extensive scale
chicken houses. $2,600, terms.
CRANBERRIES,
FRESH OYSTERS,
FANCY HOME GROWN CELERY,
CALIFORNIA HEAD LETTUCE,
SWEET POTATOES,
GRAPEFRUIT,
ORANGES, GRAPES,1
TABLE RAISINS.
UNITED STATES BANK ft TRUST GO.
Does a General Banking Business.
Jialltt ltnMltltlllimi(IUMMIMtMHHllltllHlltllllllHttltlMHIIHMIIHIIIIlk
Your Patronage Solicited
FOR THE CONVENIENCE OF OUR
MANY CUSTOMERS WHO ARE NOT
ABLE TO DO THEIR 8HOPPING IN
THE DAY TIME WE WILL KEEP
OUR STORE OPEN EVERY NIGHT
FROM NOW UNTIL CHRISTMAS
UNTIL 9 P. M. THE WHITE HOUSE.
Perfumes and Toilet Waters All
the favorite odors and makers. A
big assortment all sizes and prices.
Be sure to put this down on your list
Zook's, The Rexall Store.
Donkeys With Belial Has anyone
seen burros with bells on 'em? That
is, in Santa Fe? John P. Dods, repre-
sentative of the Automobile Blue Book,
who recently motored through this
part of the country, writes of these
burros in "Motor Age" of December.
LEAIiXARD-LI- HKMAXV COMPANY,
Albuquonpio, New Jlexieo.
Send me full information about your easy buying piano
plan,
Xauie .
Address
,
BOWERS PLACE Coziest place In
town, modern, large
grounds, hardwood floors, mission
dining room, cellar, fire-plac-e.
$2,400. Only $500 down.
READ STREET 9 rooms, 3 rooms
extra lots, sidewalks,
chicken houses, barns, etc. A real
bargain at $4,000. $1,500 will
swing this.
LINCOLN AVENUE modern,
large grounds, lawn, close in.
Worth $8,000, but $5,000 is all ask-- .
ed. Will make terms.
HOUSES Furnished and unfurnished,
' as well as living rooms to rent.
- f'TOWNSEND,"
" " "; The Real Estate Man.
IIWH III MMI IIIIMMIIIMttt II HHIMIMIMIIMIIimMIIIMIimilir I S. KAUNE & GO.
Where PricM ar Bst
, lor Sf Oualitv
N. B. LAlCniJN, President. JW. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.
J. B. UAtY, t.
miMiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiim iHmintiiHuuiMiiiH- -
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The most beautiful time of the entire year on the Upper Pecos. The
conditions are ideal for Horseback Riding', Hunting, Tennis
IN THE BANK
Someone else puta your money there If you don't, because your
earnings are deposited sooner or later. Start a Bank Account with us
and DO YOUR OWN BANKING.
With a successful experience of over forty years, complete equip-
ment and a most convenient location, all combined with a genuine de-
sire to further the best interesta of each customer, we are In a position
to extend to residents of Santa Fe and vicinity practical service In all
branches of banking.
In addition to accounts subject to check, we issue Time Certificates
bearing interest at 4 per annum.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Dally, par quartar, fey mall 01.26
Dally, par quarter, fey carrier 01.60
Weakly, elx mentha 0 .60
Dally, per year, by mall 15.00
Oally, tlx months, by mall 12.50
Weekly, per year 01.00 Playing and all out-do- or sports.
f Booklet Free on Request
THE VALLEY RANCH, VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.
"All of Today's News Today" WE INVITE YOUR PATRONAGE.
THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA
CAPITAL, SURPLUS MID PROFITS, $245,000.00.
FEHAVE YOU, MR. HUSBAND,
EVER SAID THIS TO HER? THE INTERESTS OF
COUNTRY FIRST
tirely forgetful of what it really
means. N'o one can escape entirely
the lesson of the season and be with-
out that certain Influence which is a
vary part of the day and the hour.
Two Angles.
"Mita C"ra"S PRESIDENT WILSON'S MH FOB NATIONAL
PLATFORMS HAS SENSE IF NOT VERY
MUCH STYLE.
THAT RESPONSIBILITY
The condition in this state is attracting the attention of the other states
in the Union and various comments are being made on the situation which
are not doing New Mexico any good.
There is time to redeem ourselves if those who have the power desire to
do so, but the question is, will they?
There seems to be little to hope for if we are to judge the future by the
past.
The Alliumiprone Herald lays all 1he trouble on the shoulders of the one
whom that journal chooses lo denominate "the able and fearless executive,"
who is Governor McDonald.
There are a lot of people in the state who are so ignorant that they do
not understand ho- the governor of the state can make the laws and regu-
late the method of tax collections and compel the assessors to do their
duty.
and it is not only queer that the bed-
fellows are queer, but the whole prop-
osition is queer. I do not know of a
more inconsistent thing in all the
world than politics. I just saw the
other day where in the state of Michi-
gan the politicians were all stirred up
over the fact that the attorney gen-
eral had called for the resignation of
some of the federal office holders to
make room for the fellows who were
standing on the outside of the breast-
works waiting for the plums to fall.
One of the chaps who is requested
to hand in his resignation is an old
The Montezuma Hotel
SANTA FE. NRVV MEXICO.
THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
Central Location.
Old George Fitch created the char-
acter of Ole Skjarsen, the Terrible
Scandinavian who made regular trips
between the goal posts for Old Slwash
in the football games.
It will be remembered that, in order
to induce Ole to play, he had to be
rushed by the frats. He was at the
Eta Bita Pie house, but announced his
preference for the Alfalfa Delts.
"Ay tank," said Ole, "you fallers
bane more stylish dan Alfalfa Delts,
but Ay tank dem fallers got more
sense!"
I am subtly reminded of this by the
remarks of Senator James Hamilton
Lewis of Illinois with regard to the
Large Sample Rooms. THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor,
"I've been waiting for you to dress."
"Well, here I am."
"I see. Now, if you'll go back and
dress, I'll wait."
As the Herald seems to know all about this power ot the "able and tear-
less executive," why keep all this valuable knowledge under its hat and
prevent the more ignorant part of the community from understanding the
situation? ."
If those who are so valiantly Haying the governor will just go back to
the days when the flagrantly bossed legislature was in session on two oc-
casions and will look over the record, they will find that an effort was made
on several occasions to persuade the legislature to take action and give us a
law that would be off relive.
A bill for the est ablislinuuit. of a state tax commission was offered, and
a bill for the selection of a state board of assessors, which was admirable
in its provisions, uml which promised a fair and equitable assessment of the
property values of the state. They did not live a minute. They were rushed
to the morgue with a speed that would equal Harney Oldlield, on the last
lap of a rattling finish.
and tried friend of mine with whom 1
have gone through many a campaign
and with whom in all the years of
separation I have always kept in
touch. He has been the United States
district attorney for the western dis-
trict of the state and has filled the
position well. 1 had to laugh as I
'read in the paper Inst evening of the
bitter remarks credited to SenatorAS
THE BYSTANDER
SEES IT.
presidential primary proposed by
President Wilson.
"I am afraid," says Senator Lewis,
'that a convention of the candidates
I Majestic Cafe jWilliam Alden Smith, when he was
told of the plan to relieve the officials
who were originnlly his appointees.
He thought it all wrong. So it goes,
The chaps who went out at the time
I THE SANITARY
i SHORT ORDER BEST0ORHNT Ithe Republicans came Into power last
j after the defeat of the Democrats,
thought the same thing. It was an
outrage not to let the men who were
on the pay roll stay on till their time
was out, and it was all a matter of
S REGULAR MBALS.
I Open Day and Night.
I Best Equipped, Most Modern.
That latter bill, if enacted into law would have been a godsend. The
troubles at the present time result directly from the work of some of the
assessors of the state who are under the absolute control of the bosses, and it
was the fear of the loss of this control that led to the defeat f every meas-
ure which looked toward equity and fairness.
Upon these things the people are to pass within the next few months.
They are beginning to understand just where the blame lies.
o
THE BEST METHOD
The Republicans of the senate in Washington, have decided that the part
of wisdom and good policy is to refrain from filibustering and let the party
in power go on and do its worst.
If, as the Republicans believe, the Democratic party is imbecilllc and in-
capable of doing the nation's business, what better way to prove it than to
let them go ahead and hang themselves and give them all the rope they
want to do it? That is good politics.
Courage.
Whenever we speak of courage ve
are apt to think of it as something
connected with war or with the saving
of life and it always conjures up the
idea of being in the thick of a real
and pressing danger. It is not always
that though. There is something
about this very season that demands
a genuine sort of courage if one will
only use it. It takes courage to be a
Spug. We are all of us arrant and
foolish cowards when it conies to
meeting the situation at this season
of the year. We hate to be in the po- -
INSURANCE
FIRE, LIFE,
PLATE GLASS
The Best That Can be Bought I
AT ANY PRICE
Take no chances on either
when a small amount will give
you the protection that you
need, and when you do use in-
surance get the best, as It Is
the cheapest, and
ALWAYS SEE
FRANK M. JONES,
Office United States Bank Buildinr
(FIRST FLOOH)
politics. It is so human. It makes all
the difference in the world which leg
the boot is on In politics as In so
many other things.
I Special Dinner Parties.
ROMULO LOPEZ, PROP.
1
? SANTA FE, - - - NEW MEXICO, ifWe view everything from the per-
sonal angle and what looks so good
at one time appears absolutely and
jr:::!!i:::Hm mmmmmmmmmm
siuon oi nor reeling auie to give ami nagI.anty wroug at another. Of course
we are all cut up if someone gives us j l waut to gee my oId frieud Wetmore
something and we have not handed out jllola uis jol) because he is an e
a return. So we go to work and get comrade, but the ethics of the case ap-
Im r mm i 4I
HERBERT QUICK
after nomination would not keep the
best interests of the party foremost."
Perhaps not; they would be very
much more likely to keep the best in-
terests of the country foremost.
La sane Hotel i1I who has purchased the Insur
up something that we know wneu we,,eav a iittie mixed when one looks at)
do it is not a thing for which anyone j it fr0m the other angle.
would care and half the time it Is a j .
thing that is absolutely useless and 'MfNr TUP FfYITADC
ance Business of the L. A.
Harvey Agency. Strong lines.
good companies.goad protection
we know it is wlien we leave it at tne iiriwnu a i imi a wiw
door or drop it into the postoffice. j
i
ii
CHARLEY GANN, Prop'r
European Plan.
Meals At All Hours.
Elegant Rooms in Connec
I heard of a woman in Santa Fe Will They?
Query If the styles in haloes al
As far as the value of the new proceeding to the public is concerned, it
comes in the stoppage of the outlandish waste of time that is consumed In the
art of filibustering, with nothing in the world gained but delay and the
unnecessary expenditure of the people's money.
That is the good to the people.
The average citizen is tired of politics and wants to see something else
considered in the carrying on of the public affairs, not only nationally, but in
the different states.
It has been, for years past, the one and leading consideration, and what
the result of certain legislation would have on the fortunes of this or that
party has been the only influence in deciding the course to pursue.
There is no question that the people are, at the present time, demand-
ing results and benefits to the greater number. Thoy are tired of the demands
that they must stand by the parly, as the party means nothing to them
any more.
The only ones who are clinging to the old ideas are the seekers after
personal benefits that come from a session at the pie counter.
independence is the spirit of today and the man with the boss-
-
collar on
is regarded with pity and contempt.
It is well to allow the policies that are being enacted to be carried out
to the limit, as it is only by experience that we are enabled to tell what the
results are to be of a certain line of action, so it is well that the old style
of filibustering is to be relegated to the background and a try-ou- t is lo be
who had about twenty-fiv- e jabots
which had been given her in the last
few years and which she could not
wear out in a century, if she lived that
long, and she will get some more of
"They would in platform making,"
says the senator, "tend to support
such planks as would help their in-
dividual candidacies at home, and
would lose sight of some of the im-
portant phases of national legisla-
tion."
In other words, they would consult
the wishes of. the voters.
"Moreover," says the senator, "I
have my miBglvings as to a scheme
which allows the candidate to make
his own platform."
He probably prefers a plan by which
the candidate can unmake the party
platform, as Alton B. Parker did.
WOODY'S STAGE LINE
ways remain the same, will women be
satisfied in heaven? Fort Sumner
Review.
Think So?
That bad boy don't you think he
is doing pretty well, after all, con-
sidering the example set before him?
Raton Range.
those jabots this year and the ones
tion, Steam Heat,
Electric Lights and Baths.
RATES: 75c and $1.00 PER DAY.
MUSIC for DINNER and SUPPER
241 San Francisco Street.
Near S, W. Corner Plaza,
who give them to her and to others
know when they sent them with
their love and best wishes, that the
They'll Get The Worth. 111,
This country is investing $20,000,00!) When a man makes his own platform,
in toys this Christmas, according to he can't refuse to Btand on it. Does
an estimate, but the kids will get the Senator Lewis object to the wedding
worth of the money. Roswell News, of candidate and platform for that
Prom
BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival l
tha north bound train and arrives ai
Taoa at 7 p. m.
Ten mllea ahorter than any otner
way. Cood covered hacks and footteams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teamsfurnished commercial men 'to take fn
the surrounding towns. Wire Emiiiw
nation.
given the measures planned by the present administration.
0 A Talk to Dealers
Advertising is bringing you
and the manufacturer closer to-
gether. It is reducing the ex-
pense of getting goods to mar-
ket and is putting the middle
persons to whom they are given do
not care a rap about them and that
the chances are they will never be
worn. The jabots seems to ease the
conscience, though, and the one who
sends it tries to make herself think
she has really done her duty.
That's not the Christmas spirit, and
it partakes a little of cowardice, as
the giver knows that the gift is punk
and yet does not have the courage to
give nothing or give something useful
and real. That is one thing I like
about the Spugs. They have the cour-
age of their convictions and dare give
something that is of real use and gen-
uine, or not give anything at all.
Not Safe.
It is never safe to plot another
man's downfall. Things have a way of
arranging themselves; at least, the
plans of the shrewdest often go
wrong. House News.
How Long?
If it takes several sheriffs and 200
deputies one week to "smoke'' one
Mexican out of a tunnel, how long will
reason? Does he think it makes dodg-
ing too difficult?
"I think," says the senator, "that
the platform ought to bo the ex-
pressed will of the party followers, and
the candidates should be bound by It,
rather than have it the expression of
the preferences of the candidates as
to what and how much they are will-
ing to give to the people. The people
ought to make the platform, and the
candidate agree to it after it Is made.''
As Parker did?
I have seen many a political plat-
form constructed, but I never was
THE NEW PRIMER?
lyook out for a new type of primer in the schools soon. It won't have
pictures of cats and dogs and little syllable words telling which is which
and which is (other.
Instead, it will show a little boy or girl lr. the wise act of stopping,
listening- and looking both ways before venturing to cross the dangetous street
along which cruel automobiles whiz.
Fir the "Safety F.ist!" campaign is to be taken into the schools as a
stea l part of yom America's education.
There will be a section showing how to handle fire lamps, kerosene and
other explosives; how to use firearms and explosives; how to vi first aid to
the poisoned and V.ioned and the almost drowned.
Another section will teach safe ways to get on and off street cars and
out of the way of vehicles; also how to keep away from "live" electric
wires. Then there will be a section on the perils of the railroad and one
showing the many personal precautions necessary for workers in mills and
shops.
The "Primer of Safety" will be more than a primer; it will be an all- -
MAYES
it take Villa to "smoke" Huerta out ofIt's In the Air.
There is something about the very the City of
Mexico? Hillsboro Advo-
cate.
atmosphere of the season that softens
and makes genial the heart, of all
The other day a blind woman was
traveling alone in a car in one of the
present when the people of the party,
or the party followers were much in
evidence. I have seen the under-
ground workers In the lobby. I havelarge
cities. She was cheery and had
round text-boo- of common sense in the face of multiplying dangers of
known of complete platforms being
about her an air of quiet confidence
which stood by her as she braved the
terrors of the great metropolis. Of jammed through committees on resolutions, plank by plank, just as they
INSURANCE
Plre, Life, Accident'
Plate Qlass, Etc. Etc1
REAL ESTATE
City Property, Farms
Ranches, Orchards
Land Grants, Etc?
Surety Bonds
man in the background.
Most manufacturers are will-
ing to do more than merely ask
you to buy their wares.
They are willing to help you
Bell them. They are willing to
come right into the columns of
your home newspaper and make
a market for you.
All they ask of you is that
you show the goods intelligently.
In their advertising they are
making certain pledges to the
public and they want you to
help them keep them.
It's something that will be
mutually pleasant and mutually
profitable.
They want you to push when
they pull.
with the manufac-
turer who is willing to help
you.
If any manufacturer who is
interested in ad-
vertising will address the Bu-
reau of Advertising, American
Newspaper Publishers Associa-
tion, World Building. New York,
it will be glad to answer
came from the offices of Predatory
Prescriptions Better.
-
Lillian's husband rested long enough
from writing his wife's beauty cure-all- s
to pen a line or two of a libelous
nature against a subscriber of his
Pittsburgh paper. Llll's beauty pre-
scriptions will pay better than writ-
ing libelous editorials. He should con-
fine himself to describing the before
and after taking of his wife's concoc-
tions. Rock Island Tribune.
For Ruth's Sake.
In order to furnish courting accom-
modations for little Miss Ruth, N. S.
West decided to take time by the fore-to- p
and enlarge his residence, and ac-
cordingly has a substantial addition
underway, which greatly enhances the
Greed but I never saw the people
there the people for whom Lewis un
course, every person In the car was
anxious to offer what aid they could
in any way. At last as the car neared
tho shopping center the blind woman
signaled it to stop. It was a crowded
corner. Automobiles were whizzing
by and the great thoroughfare was
fairly crushed. The" keenest eyes
dertakes to speak as against Wilson.
And I saw one platform made ac-
cording to the methods advocated by
ANEW DEPARTURE
Score first blood for the Wilson doctrine that republics
must be respectable to be respected.
In a New York paper appears, as a paid advertisement, filling a page
and a half, the recent message of President Billinghu'rst to the congress
of Peru.
It is a detailed exhibit of the finances of that republic, with a statement
of improvements needed and the basis of security offered to purchasers of
Peruvian bonds.
Never before has the head of one nation printed such a document at pub-
lic expense in a newspaper in another nation.
Peru evidently doesn't want to bp left out of the A. B. C. preferred list
Wilson. It was at Madison, Wis. The
candidates had been nominated in the
primaries. They had been through
were none too searching and two
were none too many to render the
place safe. The brave and cheery
blind woman started for the en
primary campaings which had given
them a chance to know what theappearance, size and value of his resi-
dential estate. Hagerman Messenger.trance of the car. How was she to
of stable, safe and sane sister republics it wants to rank on a partly with Worth Seeing.
The commissioner of taxation of
voters of the party, and of the state,
really wanted. They seemed to know
these things better than the members
of and committee on resolutions I
ever saw appointed by the chairman
Montana has written to the New Mex
Of All Kinds.
Telephone M W Room 24
JLAIGHLIN BUILDING,
SANTA PB NEW MEXICO?
Argentine, Brazil and Chile.
It is a new- - tribute to the value of advertising.
Not rifles but printer's ink is to be the salvation of South America, as
it is of other well ordered or well meaning continents.
ico secretary of state asking him to
make her way through the vast
throng? How was she to reach the
store where she wanted to take her
share of the Christmas shopping?
Help was not wanting. Before any
passenger could render the assistance
which he was so willing to give the
conductor appeared and carefully
kindly explain the taxation system of of a state convention
the state of New Mexico. They adopted a platform which
The secretary of state iB an able swept the state. It was a progressive
and brilliant citizen and his forth
coming explanation of the taxationpiloted the little woman to the street
where he summoned a policeman and
transferred her to the care of the
platform. I never saw a platform
adopted under circumstances of so
much sincerity.
In the national convention under the
Wilson plan, there will be over 400
candidates. The candidates for presi
system will be eagerly awaited. Tho
people of New Mexico are equally anx-
ious, if not more so, with the people
Woodrow Wilson is showing a quality that has always been ascribed to
one of the well known figures of ancient history. It's Job. Woodrow may
not have the boils that Job had, but he's got the patience, else he'd use the
strap on that senate.
0
It is again announced when the world is coming to an end. It is to be
December SI, 1917. This gives a reasonable amount of time in which to pre-
pare and we should be thankful to the man who told us it for giving us fair
warning.
0
If anyone wanted to give a real useful gift that would be considered costly
enough for the most particular person, he might ship a dozen eggs by parcels
guardian of peace, order and protec-
tion. The cop, accustomed to the
rougher things, smiled as he took her
Espanola Livery Barn
LEESE & LOFTUS, PROPS.
Good Teams, Rigs and
Drivers at all: times at
live and let live prices.
Closest Route to Cliff Dwellings.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED ;
of Montana to have it elucidated. We
believe his explanation should be pub-
lished In handy pamphlet form at state
expense for general distribution.
Albuquerque Herald.
arm and with evident pride in his
PRIVATE
AMBULANCE SERVICE
A new and Up-to-d-
Ambulance for the
Transfer of Invalids
Day or Night at Rea-
sonable Prices.
C. A. RISING,
Phone 130 Main.
assignment, he carefully conducted his
charge to the point where she desired
to go.
dent and will be there,
and those for senators and congress-
men. Does the senator think that the
"best Interests of the party" will be
forgotten, or "important phases of na-
tional legislation?"
"Ay tank," Ole Skjarsen might well
say, "dat President Vilson ent bane
so stylish as Tim Ham Lewis, but Ay
tank he got more seuse!"
Those are the things that go withpost.
-- 0- the season and we love to read of them
It will not pay you to waste your
time writing out your legal form
when you can get thorn already print-
ed at the New Mexican Prlntlnc
Company,
for they are symbolic of the teachings
that were born to and belong with
Huerta says he has been insulted by the fnlted States. Huerta evidently
does not understand himself if he really thinks anybody or any nation could
Insult him. the day and show that we are not en- - Phone Livery. Espanola, N.
FE NEW MEXICAN. PACE SEVbraSATURDAY, DECEMBER 13, 1913. SANTA
NOTED WOMEN LEADERS;
DENOUNCE !
l.ADV desires furnished heated
'room, also ni" of kitchen. II. D., New
Mexican.
0
I
0
The Best Light on Any Subject
Still the best substitute for daylight.
Lamps
Durable, simple. Easy to clean and rewick can
be lighted without removing chimney or shade.
At all dealers.
AWARDED
THE CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
(Incorporated in Colorado) .
Denver Pueblo Albuquerque-
THE HANGING OF BESSIE WAKEFIELD
j SCIENCE RECOGNIZES CRIME AS THE
DISEASE THE STATE IS RESPONSIBLE
'
-- WESTERN WOMEN OPPOSED.
i
i BY INEZ MILHOIXAN'D HOISSK- -
VAIN.
In regard to the case of Mrs. Bessie
Wakefield, as in any other involving
(capital punishment, I say, as any log- -
jical person must, that the death-penalt-
as u present-da- treatment of.
(crime is barbaric, absurd, even linlic- -
rolls
Science recognizes the criminal as
'u diseased person. Undeniably then,
Cheyenne Butte Boise , Salt Luke City
FOR RENT 10 room house opp-
osite Kiks opera house. Bath electric
light and range. O. (.'. Watson & Co.j
FOR RENT Three or six room
house, furnished or unfurnished. Ap-- !
ply D. S. l.owitzki. ;'.' San Francisco.
Marry If you are lonely, the rellu-;iile- ,
confidential, successful club has
ilarse number of wealthy, eligible nieifl-:b(r-
both sexes, wishing early mar-'rlaa-
free. Mrs. Wrtihel.
Ilex 2ti. Oakland, Cul.
GOVKIINMKNT RAILWAY .MAIL
Clerk. Customs Internal Revenue
"exams" everywhere soon. Get pre-
pared by former i:. S. Civil Service
Secretary-Examiner- . Free booklet, E.
!;!1. Write N'OW, today. I'aHeisoti
'Civil Service School, Rochester, N. Y.
anyone so atllicted should be treated
with pity and as one requiring care,
mil punishment. In short, criminals
should be accorded treatment, as our
lunatics are. in no other way can so-
ciety be protected. To treat criininalb
as responsible persons is absolutely
ridiculous.
The death-penalt- is now the prin-
cipal object of attack on the part, of
criminologists seeking to modernize
our present archaic system of admin
campaigns in the western states and"t'siug Your J'eiikife on (loci's lOternal j,K1 c.;'r loans on farms, or- -in New York. She was a delegate Truth." chard lands, citv. resident or businessfrom California to the national con-- j Special music al both services nil- to buy, build, improve, ex
of the woman suffrage assocl-- , der the direction or' Mr. A. Teare. j(,m ()r refund mortgages or other st-
ation and Is if Washington in the in-- ' Midweek services, Wednesday, 7 : 1 ,.jt j,. terms reasonable; special
tfrost of federal child labor b'.l (Ken-- p.m. privileges: correspondence inviled.vm c'"-
- J"1 Indorecd by the nation- .., , t.lml,.1 lrmlH,, delight to Dept. I... til 8 Commonwealth Ilhlu.,
al council of women voters.) !,,.,,. , u,a(lli,,HS ,,f u. preacher, j Denver, Colo.
lu California the concensus of opin whose soul is dedicated lo God, whose)
istering "justice." To apply it in the
Medal and Diploma for Superiority
over all competitors at the great
World's Fair and at all fairs and
expositions wherever exhibited.
DR. PRICE'S CREAM BAKING
POWDER is the one great bak-
ing powder, for over half a century
known and celebrated for its pur-
ity, strength, and keeping quality.
Its use assures the food against
alum and all forms of unwhole-
some adulterations that go with
case of a woman who has had no voice
ion is that people are the products of: field is as wide us Cod's universe. ACTIVE, ambitious men to sell ex- -
whose theme is the destiny of mail. ceptionally high class groceries direct
and whose words are the oracles of to consumers. Liberal advances on
Marvelous is ihe spell of the! tiers; our bonus system big feature;
preacher to whom God has given permanent positions-- , best season at
genius and consecration, and the j band. Write the lilG KHTSE today for
power of Illustration drawn from the particulars, naming county desired.
tlu.'ir environment, and the women of
that state, and of the western stales
in general, are strongly opposed to
capital punishment for men or women
that lo kill a criminal in no
way remedies the condition which is
the direct cause of the crime and for
which the community is responsible'.
We western women do not think wc
have the right to take life in punish-
ment for a crime which is the direct
result of our own neglect of those less
,M PORTKIIS. .M A NU FA' TU HKItS,old, sacred, immortal hook and from
the miracles of nature." WIIOLKSALF. GKOCKHS.
ne now .JOHN SKXTON CO., CHICAGO, lLtj'Come for all things
Applications for Grazing Permits.
.Vi i'I'Ii '10 is hereby given 1,imitation, low grade brands.
ready."
St. John's Methodist Episcopal.
The Home-Lik- Church on Don
Caspar Avenue.
.lames M. Sliimer, pastor.
At home daily from 1 to 2 p. in. ex-
cept Sunday and Monday.
rai'Honage 13G McKenzie street.
pheii ieiis l,t- pel mils k r.
.
sheep niel no;its within i,.
'('US NA'I'll l'A L chiriliu i.
IsenHUll nf I'.ll'l IHllHt In- ier ill Ot-- 1
liee al SailPl Ke, .eV
.ejeu, oil Of be- -fere January l!iW. Full inl'nrmatlonJin regard te ihe razinA fees in he charw-- !
ed f, in hlniiK forms to he ns, ,( in inak- -
j iiih api'Peaiiens will no nirmstieo uponPhone !il W.
Siiiulav school 9:45 a. m. iiiest. THOMAS It. STKWATtT,
Supervisor.11
NEWS OF THE STATE
Morning worship and sermon
a in.
Junior Kpworth League, 3 p. ni
Senior Kpworth League, 6:30 p
Kvening wotship and sermon,
and large primed bringing from $1 to
$3.75. The black coated skunk is the
most valuable, shading off through
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
111.
:S0
'2:!?'?:BiD j short stripe, narrow stripe and broad p. in.
Family Aleelin Wed lies- -
Montezuma.
Dr. Tannus, City.
II. C. Loch, New York.
Kd. Oakley, City.
Chus. l'atck, City.
Mr. and Mrs. J. 12. England,
Rock.
Helen M. Todd.
day 7:30 p. m.
The pastor will occupy the pulpit, at
11 a. m. and 7:30 p. m. Morning sub-
ject, "The Mighty Appeal of Useful- - j
liess." Kvening theme, "The .Man
With an Ambition." t
Little
stripe. A few raccoons are being sold
from the valley at from 40 cents to
$2.25, while o'possums and muskrats
net less, or close to a dollar. There is
more money in mink furs than most
any other native to these parts, the
dark Bhades topping the market at $5
for extra quality No. 1 large, ranging
downward according to size and pale-
ness of color. From $2 to $3 is a good
average. Roswell Record.
Mrs. Eugene Boissevain.
in establishing it, or in retaining it
fortunate than ourselves. In the
case of Mrs. Wakefield, I can speak
with certainty for the women of the
Russell, Las Vegas.
Sayles. Denver.
Unsolved Mystery. We join their host of friends In extend- -
For several nights this week thejing congratulations to Mr. and Mrs.
people of Hillsboro were mystified byjUeall, and hope their days may be
peculiar rumbling sounds that came graciously lengthened and their hap-fro-
the west. Some suggested earth-- 1 piness intensified. Hagerman Mes-quak- e
disturbances; others that thejsenger.
sounds were caused by heavy surface
blasting at the niines at Santa Rita, McKnight Guilty, Wife Innocent,
thirty miles away. The mystery still j Frank .McKnight, guilty of s
unsolved. Hillsboro Advo-- ; slaughter, Mrs. Mary McKnight his
cate. w ife, not guilty, was the verdict of
. . the jury in the McKnight murder trial
Herd 'Em With Autos. which consumed a week's time in the
3. T. McCabe drove up to his ranch district court this week and last. The
'The Sin of Achan is the subject oton the statute books, is the height ot
west in saying that to take the life of tllB Sunday school lesson. "Be sureinjustice, of unfairness, and in the
K. R.
.1. (i.
J. O.
F. V'.
K. Y.
C. M.
this girl, who never had a single .our Bju wji (in,t you out."case of Airs. Wakefield, who is the
Juries, Santa Hosa.
Drake, Hodges.
Osborne, Denver.
Farnsworth, Roswell.
Bales, Roswell.
"Deuaturizing Our Holy Days and
E. J.
Chance for normal development,
would be a crime not only against her
but against society. It would only
tend to brutalize the community in
which such an injustice could be
LUNA SCHOOLS IN
FINE CONDITION:
THE NAT. GUARD
jury recommended the clemency of
the court in sentencing the husband.
Manslaughter is punishable by a peni- -
Tuesday. He found Holmes Maddox
and S. R. Duuagan out in their new
cars herding the bulls. They have be- -
Holidays." will be the topic at. the de-
votional meeting of the Epworth
League at ti:30 p. ni. Miss Robertson
is the leader.
"My Lord!" exclaimed once a devout
soul, "give me every day a little work
to occupy my mind, a little suffering
to sanctify my spirit ; a little good to
do to comfort my heart."
Kmmet Wirt, Dulce.
,T. C. Kite, Chicago.
J. It. llowman, .Mcintosh.
.1. L. Donovan, Albuquerque.
A. C. Vorhees. Raton.
L. C. Leonard, Endicott, Mass.
K. W. Young, Denver.
come such expert drivers that they tentiary term sentence of from one to
can eet bv a big soto three times out ten years. Deniiug, X. M., Dec. 1:1. Miss (Jrace
Goebel, county superintendent of
pitiable victim of conditions in which
she never had the chance for
(the right of every human
being), such injustice would be pecu-
liarly apparent.
BY MAI5EL CRONISB JON FX
President of Pennsylvania Woman
Suffrage Association and Director
of Regent Keystone Chapter, U. S.
Daughters of 1812.
The state must always be held re-
sponsible for ignorance and illiteracy.
The commonwealth of Connecticut
must therefore be held partially ac-
countable for the crime committed by
Bessie Wakefield, since her moral and
intellectual nature have never been
developed. She has never had a
of four without hitting it. In the sum- - The attorneys for the defense im- - (
mer time Mr. McCabe makes the run mediately gave notice ot request tor
THE CHURCHES.
Cathedral Church.
First Mass at 7 o'clock a. m.
Second Mass at !)::10. Sermon
English.
Third Mass at iO.W. Sermon
PUB- -in iho ranch nml return hv dav-lieh- t. a new trial. NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION,in GUARDING AGAINST CROUP.
The best safeguard against croup is
inja bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar
Compound in the house. P. H. Ginn,
schools, has just filed a report to the
New Mexico Department of JCducation,
giving data to December 1st, 1913.
Miss Goebel has taken great pains
with' this report, and it shows up ex-
ceedingly well for her work in the
county and for the districts repre-
sented. The reports shows that we
but this time he had to light the lamps
when about 15 miles from town.
Lordsburg Liberal.
Cars Were Entered.
The McKnights were charged joint-
ly with the murder of Claude Swae-zae- ,
a young cowboy, 23 years of age,
October 10, 1913.
The defense put up the argument of
the unwritten law, defense of home
LIC LAND SALE.
Office of Conimisisoner of Public
Lands, State of New Mexico.
Santa Fe, N M Oct. 27, 1913.
Notice is hereby given that, pur-
suant to the provisions of an Act of
Congress approved June 20th, 1910,
the Laws of the State of New Mexico,
fnd the rules and regulations of the
state land office, the Commissioner of
public hinds will offer at public sale.
Tuesday night a freight train was
robbed of several cases of canned wlf'8 nonr f rt respect.
Middlt ton, Ga., writes: "My children
are very susceptible to croup, easily
catch cold. I give them Foley's Hon-
ey and Tar Compound and in every
instance they get prompt relief and
are soon cured. We keep it at home
and prevent croup." Sold by The Cap-
ital Pharmacy.
The state ridiculed the defense's tes- -
Spanish.
At 4 o'clock p. in., Rosary and .
Church of the Holy Faith.
Rev. Leonidas Smith, Hector.
Services, Sunday, December 11th,
(Third Sunday in Advent.)
8 a. m. Holy communion.
f):45 a. m. Sunday school and Uiblej
goods while between here and Vaughn
have 11 districts including Deming
and Columbus. Among the 41 instruc-
tors there are two life professionals,
two live-yea- r professionals, two three
tlmony and claimed a premeditatedatRicardo. Conductor Miller went up
conspiracy and perjured testimony.
The case was one of the longest year professionals, 29 county firstdrawn out cases in the Chaves county grade, five county second grade ccr- - j to the highest bidder, at 10 o'clock a.court for years. Roswell News class.
11 a. m. Choral morning prayer and
jtificates, and in the whole county
there is only one permit. All of the
teachers in the Deming city schools
HE TOLD ABOUT IT
FROM AN AMBUSH
and down each side of the train to
see if every thing was O. K while the
engine took water.
When the train got as far as Evan-ol-
only 7 miles distant, Conductor
Miller found that several car seals had
been broken. Upon investigation it
was found that the thieves had gotten
away with several cases of canned
goods. Ft. Sumner Review.
m. on Monday, the 19tn day or Janu-
ary, 1914, in the town of Las Cruces,
County of Dona Ana, State of New
Mexico, in front of the Court House
therein, the following described
tracts of land, viz.:
The West half W ) Section 3fi;
Township 19 South, Range 2 W N. M.
P. M., containing 320 acres, more or
less; there are no improvements on
sermon. Subject: "Undeniable Truths
of Sin, Revelation, the Incarnation and
the Gospel."
7:15 p. m. Choral evening prayer
and address (second address in a,
series on Confirmation.)
Wednesday, Friday and Saturday-
have university or normal college
training, and the same is true of the
teachers in many of the outlying dist-
ricts. The total salary paid to the
teachers each month amounts to
Sixteen teachers draw 75 per
month each; six receive $85 each perl
Muncle, Ind., Dec. 111. Charles Heff-ner- ,
a merchant policeman, arose early
in the morning to get his morning pa-
per. Ho braved the miniature blizzard
and rushed out on his porch in his
Trapping in the Pecos.
That there is money made In the
trapping business was never more
true in the Pecos valley than this
year, if reports reaching this office be
true. A large number of people east
and west and north of the city are
busy these da5--s and nights and have
but little trouble picking up good
money from the sale of skins and
furs.
According to one trapper talked
with, this season promises to be one
U,e iif;nt c,otheg- -
Morning Order of Music. ; Tnen tnfi front ,00I. ()f namonth; three, $50 each; three $d0 homo ttiis tana, aiso me v z anu 1
each; three $65; three $70; two
two $55; one $90; one $100, and one Organ
1'rPlude jblew shut, with the lock, the keys and
Frocessional Hymn No. 37 "Great jHeffner's clothes on the inside;Heff-Go-
What Do I See" . . .Gesanbuch ;iier's wife is not at home. There was
Barn and Garage Burn.
The barn and garage belonging to
M. C. Stewart was destroyed by Are,
Sunday night at 11:20. The origin of
the Are Is a mystery, but the whole
place was destroyed before the depart-
ment reached the scene. The horses
stabled there Jet free but Mr. Stew-
art's fine automobile, carriage, har-
ness and a new saddle, besides the
$200 per month. The length of school
term for 32 of the 41 teachers is nineof the beBt in recent years, and he Venite Boiceino one inside the house to let Heffner
says the fellow who is not afraid to Gloria I'atriu Beethoven
Section 30, Township 25 South, Range
2 E N. M. P. M., containing 480 acres
more or less; the improvements on
this land consist of one room adobe
house, one well and fencing, total
value $185.00, no bid will be accepted
for less than $25.00 per acre, which is
the appraised value thereof.
The above sale of lands will be sub- -
ject to the following terms and con
back in. He walked in the snow to
the house next door.rang the door bellBenedict!get out and hustle a little can make
good money. That there is plenty of
".feed ftnd other stuff, were a total loss.
Mabel Cronise Jones.
square deal in life; therefore the
state, which should have made such
environment as her's impossible, will
be guilty of a heinous crime itself if
it exact the death penalty especially
as there is some doubt as to her guilt.
Let me say, also, that the humanita-
rian and reformatory view of such
cases will never be secured, until
women Bhare in the g pro-
cesses.
BY MRS. THOS. N. HEPBURN.
President of the Connecticut Woman
Suffrage Association;
As women have no voice in making
game as well as an unusually large
Benedictus No. 40 Anon land then hid behind a bush and await- -
Gloria Tibi Garrett ,ed until the mistress came to the door.
Sermon Hymn No. 3SS "Come From behind the bush he told the
Thou Almighty King" Giardini circumstances, she in turn told her
months. Seven of the others have
eight months each. One has seven
months' term, and there Is only one
in the whole county who does not
teach more than five months. This is
an exceedingly good showing for the
schools of Luna county, and it is a
very pleasant thing to know that
there is not a district in the county
that does not own its school house
He carried $2000 Insurance on the au-
tomobile, but the other stuff and build
ditions, viz.: The successful biddersGloria Patria Beethoven jhusband, and an overcoat was rushed
to Heffner, while the neighbors pried must pay to the Commissioner, of
Public Lands, or his agent holding
such sale, one-tent- h of the prices of-
fered by them resectively for the land,
open a window and obtained the keys.
Heffner today ordered the night lock
taken off the door.or houses. Superintendent Goebel hasbut recently approved bonds for fine
Offertory "Jerusalem the Golden"
Gerrish
Mr. A. S. Kirkpatrick, Soloist.
Offertory Sentence "All Things
Come to Thee"
Recessional Hymn No. 35 "Hark
the Voice of Eternal"
Organ Postlude
Evening Music.
number of trappers this year is
shown by the fact that trap manu-
facturers all over the country are this
year nearly thirty days late in filling
orders.
All furs are said to be in good de-
mand this year, and trappers through
the valley sell to either fur buyers
or fur commission men. A few wolf
skins are being sent up from here,
trappers receiving all the way from 50
cents to $2 for them if of average
grade while those of extra quality
bring $2.50 if of the soft silky variety.
Red and grey fox skins are bringing
from 50 cents to $3 with a few run
4 per cent interest in advance for the
balance of such purchase prices, theA CHILD'S LAXATIVE
IS "SYRUP OF FIGS
the laws fixing the penalty for crime,
and as Mrs. Wakefield was not tried
by a jury of her peers, I protest
fees for advertising and appraisement
and all costs incidental to the sale
school buildings in several outlying
districts, and the interest manifested
in school affairs throughout the en-
tire county is a splendid tribute to
the intelligence of the people who are
fast settling the Mimbres Valley.
ing was not covered by any insurance.
He estimates his loss at over $1000.
Carlsbad Argus.
Fifty-fou-r Years and Not Divorced.
In this era of aeroplane, hydroplane
courtship and wireless divorce, it is a
relief to have a pleasant reminder of
real filial affection and lifetime devo-
tion. Yesterday was the fifty-fourt- h
wedding anniversary of Mr. and Mrs.
J. R. Beall, one of Hagerman's most
highly respected and best beloved
couples, and they celebrated the hap-
py event in the quietest confines of
their home Bttll happy in the Joy of
a life well spent, and many more years
of contentment and peace in prospect.
against this extreme penalty being ap They Love to Take It and It Doesn'tplied to a member of a class that has
been denied the protection of repre-- 1 Organ Prelude Harm the Tender
Little Stomach,
Liver and Bowels.The next regular examination of No. 43 "Re- -sentatlon. That is practically the at Processional Hymn
teachers in Luna county will take
herein, and each and all of said
amounts must be deposited in cash or
certified exchange at the time of sale,
and which said amounts and all of
them are subject to forfeiture to the
Slate of New Mexico if the successful
bidders do not execute a contract
within thirty days after it has been
titude of the entire executive board of
the Connecticut woman suffrage If your little tongue is coaled. Itning into the fancy class at $3.75. place Friday and Saturday, January 23
and 24, in the office of Miss Grace G.
joice! Rejoice!"
Gloria Patria Boice
Magnificat Xo. 92
Nunc Dimittis Xo. 141
is a sure sign the stomach, liver andTrapping skunks is about as profitable ofGoebel, county superintendentin these parts as anything else, ordi bowels need a gentle, thorough cleans-ing at once. When your child is cross,Sermon Hymn "Now the Day is : 1 1 .. . 1, ... V. .. ll,n B.n.A 1 A -nary unprimed bringing 40 to 90 cents, nftft!p, limiieu lu lllriu uy nnr otaic miiu ur
BY HELEN M. TODD.
(Miss Todd of California was for-
merly a state factory Inspector in
and active in woman suffrage
listless, pale, doesn't sleep,
schools at Deining, New Mexico.
County Road Commissioner Charles
Heath reports that the Upton bridge -- I ?f breath is bad,' ee, said
contracts to provide for the
Gloria Patria Been nnvmont of the balance of the nur--
on the Borderland route west of DemThatWonderful Event sioniHcn sour, system iuii ui com, r ' of said tracts of land inase pricesthroat sore, or if feverish, give a tea- -
snonnfnl of 'TnliforniR Svrnn of Fins" ,hir,' pfiu"l annual installments, withi"'f"iiimn'iiiiiitittnyinaai
IF THERE is a time above all times when a H
! WILL GIVE $1000
IF I FAIL TO CURE any CANCER orTUMOfi
I TREATBEFORE it Poisons Boat orOeep 6hndi
and in a few hours all the clogged- - mierebi on an ueierieu pa.viue.us ni
bile and the rate of Per cent P" annum Inup, constipated waste, sour
advance, payment and Interest due onundigested food will gentlv move out
ing, which was broken by the passing
of a heavy tractor, will be immediately
repaired and ready for use.
Governor McDonald paid the cham-
ber of commerce banquet a compli-
ment of being the best that he had
ever attended in New Mexico, and the
woman should be in perfect physical condition U
Offertory No. 3S9 "Hark! Hark
My Soul" Dykes
OITertory Sentence "Praise God
From Whom All Blessings Flow". .
Recessional Hymn No. 39 "Lo! He
Comes" St. Thomas
Organ Postlude
First Presbyterian Church.
Corner Grant and Marcy. B. Z. Mc- -
of the bowels, and you have a well, wtooer isi ot eacn year, ana sucn
playful child again. other conditions, obligations, reserve-
-
It is e previous to the coming of her babe. S
During this period many women suffer from headache, p
sleeplessness, pains of various description, poor appetite, -
and a host of other ailments which should be eliminated In
Justice to the new hie about to be ushered into this world. m
NOMlrt Of fAIN
wnmammmmmmmsMm Sick children needn't be coaxed to '"ns ana terms as may oe requirea
take this harmless "fruit laxative." j by law.
No Pay Until (ursd
No X Ray or other
swindle. An island
plant mskcB the cure
ABSOLUTE 6UARAHTEE
governor has been a resident since
1SS0. The same sentiment was voiced
by Land Commissioner Robert P.
State Engineer James A. Frenchdr. pierce's FAVORITE PRESCRIPTION
Collougli, minister. Residence, 134 Millions of mothers keep it handy be- - j or me tracts as aescriuea nere-Gra-
Icause In will be offered separately. Theavenue. they know its action on 1he
"Verily, verily, I say unfo you, ex istomach, iiver an dhowefs is prompt Commissioner of Pjiblic Lands, or hisitr' riand Adjutant General H. T. Herring. Any TUMOR, IUMP orSore on the lip, face
or body long is C&noer cept a man be born again, ne cannot and sure. They also know a little aseni noiumg eucu saie, reserves meA preliminary meeting looking to right to reject any and all bids atsee the Kingdom of God."ward the organization of a National Igiven today saves a sick childjrow.Sunday school, 9:45 a.
It Never Pains until last
stage. BOOK
sent free; testimonials of
thousands cured at home
WK1TI TO 80ME6mGuard for Deming was held ,at theAdelphi Club rooms last evening, andb a scientific medicine carefully compounded by an experienced and skillfulphysician, and adapted to the needs and requirements of woman's delicatesystem It has been recommended for over forty years as a remedy for thosepeculiar ailments which make their appearance during "the expectant"Krlod. Motherhood is made easier by its use. Thousands oi women haveby this great medicine.Your druggist can supply you In liquid or tablet form, or yon can sendSt) t stamps lor a trial box of Dr. Pierce's Favorite PrescrtottoB
Tablets, to Dr. Pierce, at Invalids' Hotel and Surgical institute, Buffalo.
It Is your prlviledge to write to Dr. Pierce for advice, and it will be gladly
given free of charge.. Of course alt communications are confidential.
a committee of twelve was appointed
Ask your druggist for a bot-
tle of "California Syrup of Figs,"
which contains directions for babies,
children of all ages and for grown-
ups p.lainly on the bottle. Beware of
McBride, superintendent.
Morning worship, 11 o'clock.
Theme: "A Policeman in the House."
Junior Endeavor, 3 p. m.
Senir Endeavor, 0:30 p. m. Sub- -
to secure names sufficient to organizeiiiH
If
said sale. Possession under contracts
of sale for the above described tracts
will be given on or before October 1ft,
1914.
Witness my hand and the official
seal of the state land office, this 27th
day of October, 1913.
(SEAL.) ROBT. P. ERVIEN,
Commissioner of fill lie Lands.
ANY LUMP IN WOMAN'S BREAST
Is CANCER, sad if neglected aiwaya poisons
deep glands in the armpit, and kills quiekly.Poor Cured at Halt Price if Cancer is yet Small
DR. & MRS. DR. CHAMLEY
'iSg'( 1 747 SO. Mill ST., LOS AI6ELES, ML.
IIIDLT SEIO US NAMES of til AFFLICTED
a National Guard. All the war de-
partment requires is that the city fur-
nish a suitable place for drilling and
the safe keeping of the property of the
ject: "Lessons From the Men and (counterfeits sold here. Get tne n
of the Bible." ine. made by "California Fig Syrup
Evening worship, 7:30 . Theme: Company." Don't be fooled!iBmmmmmmpmmmmmmmsmmmmmm guard.
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! Showing decorations todelicJit the eye are now disnlaved atA Fine Christmas Gift!
BEAUTIFUL SCARF VEILS,Quay County Rolls. j this week from the statu school fund
NOVELTV RIBBON PIECES,
J 'voit.llll.IH 1U 1I(IB1 IV, V.JUIH-.JISIII- J,Smoking Sets, Tobacco Jars, Card Cases, Vases, etc. The
s prices are reasonable. Please call to see the China Articles
before the best pieces have been sold.
5 H. C. YONTZ, JEWELER, SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
n or
The Quay county corrected tax!is this county's prorata. The census
rolls, and so far as is known now, the of the county is 5X75, milking the
fourth to he sent in to the traveling amount for each scholar 75 cents. On
auditor's office have been chipped from this basis tlie various districts outside
F. ANDREWS
Grocery, Bakery and Market.
Auto Delivery Every Hour! Auto Delivery Every'tlour
JUST RECEIVED
ANOTHER CAR OF
Famous Empress Flour
Handsome Plumes, pff,
Tncumcarl, according lo a letter r- - ,!r the city receive amounts rouging ! Ostrich, which will make an ele-gant (ift ; also many other arti- -from the assessor of' ceived today
'that county. vlvs I carry will make Xmas gifts
Taos Road Survey. MISS A. A1UGLER
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA, CHRISTMAS Suggestions i
The preliminary survey for tho San-
ta s highway has been com-- I
pleted. and Engineer J. P. MeNulty,
who has had the work in charge, re-
turned to Santa Fe last night, toget-her with rodmen .lones and Hogel. The
PhoneNo.4 ANDREWS WBLL STREET.
ijsawisrirwwj outfit which is returning overland isexpected in tomorrow night. Accord- -
tfsiS&e&Xie&te&'jese jing to Mr. Monty, the survey was com- -
..!. .J ...4,1.1.. ..... milna rtF Toot
OCEANS OF THEM ON SALE AT
McClintock& WrightThe Best in the City
from $2!!.5u in districts 22 and 30 to
$275.2.5 in district No, 'i. The total
apportioned outside the city limits is
$2025. while the 2375 school popula-
tion of Santa Fe, give this city's
schools $1781.25.
Lincoln County Schools.
Statistics on the Lincoln county
schools for 1912 1.1 show that in the
2S districts of the county, 42 teachers
were employed of whom 15 were men
and 27 were women. Twenty of the
teachers held first, grade certificates,
17 held second grade and four had
third grade certificates. The monthly
payroll was $2529 and the average
monthly salary was $G0,20. The total
animal payroll amounted to $10,901.
The average length of school term was
li."7 months. The districts own 31
school buildings, and one is rented.
Fourteen of the buildings are of
adobe, one is of cement, seven are log,
seven frame, one is of brick and one
of stone. The school census shows
204 persons of school age, of whom
the boys number 1173 and the girls
1091. The enrollment is 172:! of whom
910 are boys and 813 are girls.
I I
11
where it connected witli a good road
already in use. This survey lias occu-
pied practically the entire fall, and It
will take several weeks to work up the
field notes tor the report.
The Best to Be Had
tmxixrxxx2xxu
ftaks,The Clarendon Garden, Title Cleared Up.
New York, Dec. 13. The. stock mar-
ket closed firm. Bear traders again
took charge of the market today after
an early improvement had given
stocks an appearance of firmness.
Spread of unsatisfactory conditions
in mercantile lines threatened the con-
fidence with which professional trad-
ers attacked the market. Indications
that stocks were being put out on all
rallies reduced buying largely to short
covering. After a new low average of
prices had been reached the list grew
stronger in response to week-en- d cov-
ering. Losses were made up and
eventually many stocks were advanc-
ed fractionally abova yesterday's
close.
llonds were heavy.
PHONE 12 SANTA FE, N. M,
r3
mwmmzumm
The suit o Thomas fi. Catron
j against a number of persons claiming
land upon the Antonio Ortiz grant
south of Las Vegas, which has been
upon the docket of the district court
for some time, was settled today by
agreement, says Friday's Las Vegas
Optic. Air. Catron agrees to recognize
the rights of a largo number of claim-lant- s
to lands upon the grant, in fact,
practically every claimant. In return
he Is to be given clear title to the
remainder of the grant, which contains
an immense acreage. Mr. Catron has
claimed ownership of the grant for
many years.
The Right To Appeal.
The right of appeal to the supreme
court in habeas corpus proceedings i3
NOTICE.
The regular annual meeting of the
shareholders of the First National
Bank of Santa Pe, Santa Fe, New
Mexico, for the election of Directors
for tho ensuing year and for the tran
the question Involved in a case before
the supreme court from Colfax coun
Xmas Boxes,
Collar Bags,
Cuff Links,
Scarf Pins,
Imported Neckties,
Two-ton- e Silk Hose,
Silk Underwear,
Silk Scarfs,
Silk Pajamas,
Auto Gauntlets,
Dents' Gloves,
Shoes,
Knox & Stets jn Hats,
Jersey Sweaters,
Sweater Coats,
White Dress Vests,
ty. The action grows out of the ar-
rest of two men in Raton who were
both fined and Imprisoned when the
statute provided a fine or imprison-
ment. A writ of habeas corpus was
sued out in the district court, and from
there was appealed to the supreme
court.
Suit Cases,
Traveling Sets,
Traveling Bags,
Military Brush Sets,
Neckwear Sets, l
Hosiery Sets,
Initial Handkerchiefs,
Suspenders,
Garters, Arm Bands,
Bath Robes,
Mackanaws,
Serge Suits,
Overcoats,
Raincoats,
Overshoes,
llmhrplljK
saction of such other business as may
properly come before it, will be held
at the banking house on Tuesday,
January 13th, 1914, at three o'clock p.
m.
JAMES B. READ, Cashier.
D.
1
Owen on Committee
O. L. Owen, of the New Mexico
(corporation commission, who repre-jsent- s
this state on the newly formed
express commission, which is in u
in Chicago, wired the commission
today that he would be detained there
until the 14th, he having been named
on a committee to revise the sub-- I
block system recently proposed by
the Interstate Commerce Commission.
PROTEST AGAINST THE.
SEAMEN'S MEASURE.
Washington, D. C. Dec. 13. Steam-
ship owners and managers turned out
in force today to protest to the house
merchant marine committee against
the LaFoIlette seamens' bill. Key
Compton, president of the Chesapeake
Steamship company, declared vessels
on Chesapeake bay would find It im-
possible to meet the life boat and able
Officials Get Change of Venue.
The county officials of Torrance
county, indicted by the last grand
THE HARDWARE MAN S AYS: Don't give anybody the satisfac-
tion of saying: "I told you so." iave Money and Disappointment, don't
send out of town for anything you may need in the Hardware Line,
the Stock of YOUR RELIABLE HARDWARE STORE Is complete,
their prices right, and they ar right here "at home" to make good-Thi- s
Is not a "knock," it's a "warning."
.ggo to i 'y ;
BEACHMAN, MIGNARDOT HDW CO. "f'.-LI-
They Believve in the "Golden Rule All Ways." '
The Reliable Hardware Store.
seamen requirements.
John R. Sherwood, of the Baltimore
Steam Packet company, made the
Coffee
An all-wo- sannciit to
ket'l you warm and lioll
its color; a cotton ono at
lialf tlio prieo tliat loos
noitlior; which is cheaper?
Coffee that pleases and
cheers and coffee that
doesn't what's the use
of comparing prices?
What's coffee for?
Quality-econom- makes Schil-
ling's Best the least expensive.
In aroma-tigh- t cans money,
back.
Ed. V. Price Clothes,
jury for neglect of official duty, are
all to be tried at Carrizozo next Feb-
ruary, a change of venue to Lincoln
county having been granted by Judge
Medler.
A reinurrfir. to the indictment in
the case of Aeacio Gallegos. the coun-
ty clerk, was argued before Judge
Medler Thursday and overruled by
the court. Attorneys for Mr. Gallegos
argued that the indictment alleged no
offense against the laws of the state.
same argument.
NOT BEYOND HELP AT 87.
bladder weakness, Store Open Every Night
stillness in joints, weak, inactive kid-
ney action and rheumatic pains, are
all evidence of kidney trouble. Mrs.
Mary A. Dean, 47 E. Walnut St., Taun-
ton, Mass., writes: "I have passed my
McCLINTOCK & WRIGHT
HEADQUARTERS FOR HOLIDAY GIFTS
Apportions Money.
John V. Conway, county superin-
tendent of schools in Santa Fe county,
today apportioned among the 37 dis-
tricts of the county, and the city of
Santa Fe, the sum of $4406.25 received
87th birthday, and thought I was be-- 1
yond the reach of medicine, but Foley
Kidney Pills have proved most bene-- j
ficial in my case."
You area "Spug!" Saturday Specials
i
X
I
X
X
:
J
The President of the United
States is a Spug; Cabinet
Members, Senators, Congress-
men, Judges, everybody from
workman to captain of indus-
try is a "Spug" or wants
to be.
"S-P-U-- G"
U made up of the initial letters of the
SJociety for the
JErevention of
XJseless
Gr-vin- g
We recommend
HART SCHAFFNER & MARX
Suits and Overcoats
to all Spugs
SSSJ-USEF-
UL GIFTS. That's
the whole idea in the word
Spug, not to spend less for
Christmas, but to spend wisely
H v
'We will have on our Bargain Table
1,900 yarlds 6f Siks in all the latest
shades from $1.00 to $2.00 a yard,
which we will sell for Saturday at
56 Cts. Per Yard
2,000 yards of Mercerized Mixed
Shirtings up to 60c a yard. Your
choice at
1 5 Cts. Per Yard
50 dozen Velvet High Grade Ties up
to $1.00 a tie. For this Saturday
your choice at
50 Cts. Per Tie
Yesterday we received the last assortment of LEATHER BURNT
NOVELTIES, which will make a Handsome Christmas Gift. See
them first and get first pickings.
I'
Come and see some of our "Spug" Overcoats, fine, warm
winter coats at $180 $30. Excellent values at $25. Useful gifts.
Join the Spugs to-da- y. You are a member the minute you
buy a useful present.
"THE HUB" - NATHAN SALMON
mm w mmmmmwmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm mm mm
THE KOMEOF HART SCHAFFNER &MARX THF RIG STORF R SAL1WON
M M MM M.M M.M MM . ..
